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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Simple to use, powerful and reliable

SL8000 
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RiserShine 
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Grab & Clean 
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CLEANING INNOVATION
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JANITORIAL TROLLEYS

Hyperglide 350 
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SCRUBBER DRYERS
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WD60 
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CX7 Spray Extractor 
V-H2102

VACUUM CLEANERS WET & DRY VACUUM CLEANERS

UCS Upright Vacuum 
V-350

V14 Dry Tub Vacuum
V-14

Back Pack Vacuum
VG1102

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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A BRIEF HISTORY
Mighty cleaning machines for over 75 years

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

Victor was originally created by Dowding & 
Plummer Ltd – a domestic electrical appliances 
and vehicle electrics repairs company established 
in 1946. At the end of World War II, Dowding 
& Plummer began to manufacture electrical 
components for domestic appliances, including 
floor polishers. By the 1950s, the company was 
producing its own vacuum cleaners. 

During the 1960s, the UK’s commercial contract 
cleaning market began to grow, and Dowding 
& Plummer made the move from domestic 
appliances to commercial and industrial 
products. It started producing rotary floor 
machines, and a durable, reliable floor cleaner – 
branded Victor – soon became popular, not only 
in the UK, but across the world.

The Victor name was chosen by Les Davies, former 
Sales Director and joint Managing Director, from 
his time flying Lancaster Bombers during World 
War II. Squadron planes were all marked with 
the code letters VN, followed by the individual 
aircraft recognition letter, meaning the phonetic 
call sign to the control tower on take-off and 
landing was Victor Nan, plus the letter of the 
aircraft. Les survived a full tour unscathed, and 
considered the plane he was usually allocated – 
VN-F: Victor Nan-Fox – lucky. 

The Victor machines produced today are still 
made in Britain and retain the same reliability 
and durability as the floor cleaners produced 
in the 1960s – and continuous improvement 
ensures the brand still leads in terms of 
technological development, innovation and 
customer satisfaction. 
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A BRIEF HISTORY
Mighty cleaning machines for over 75 years

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

CELEBRATING 75 YEARS OF 
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SUSTAINABILITY
Protecting the planet for future generations

For more information, visit: www.victorfloorcare.com/sustainability

Victor recognises the importance of environmental protection 
and we are committed to operating our business responsibly and 
in compliance with all environmental regulations, legislation and 

approved codes of practice. 

We adhere to the framework set out by ISO 14001 and have 
obtained certification of our environmental management plan.

It is our objective to operate with, and to maintain good relations 
with all regulatory bodies, and to carry out all measures reasonably 

practicable in order to continually improve our environmental 
performance. 
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SUSTAINABILITY
Protecting the planet for future generations

Sustainable Product 
Design

ü Super-efficient machines designed to
be effective with minimal chemical

ü Made from long-lasting hard wearing
materials reduces potential landfill and
electrical disposal

For more information, visit: www.victorfloorcare.com/sustainability

Sustainable
Sourcing

ü Minimal carbon footprint through local
sourcing of components

ü 90% components used are UK sourced

Responsible 
Manufacturing

ü Minimal production waste and material
usage

ü Minimal energy wastage by promoting
and adopting efficient use of resources

Sustainable
Packaging

ü No single use plastic used

ü Use of recycled and recyclable materials
where possible

ü No excess packaging

ü Efficient distribution methods
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Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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Next Day
Delivery Available

Made In
Britain

High Quality
Products

Simple
Engineering

First Class
Customer Care

We are proud that our mighty commercial cleaning 
products are manufactured in the UK. Where possible, 
we use locally sourced parts and suppliers which keeps 

our lead times low, whilst supporting the local economy.

We believe in long lasting, reliable products. This is 
why we only produce and source the highest quality 

components, assembled by our highly trained 
production team in an environment that has quality 

assured measures in place every step of the way.

Over complicated machinery is difficult to maintain & 
service. Our simple but highly effective engineering 

makes our commercial cleaning machines easy to keep 
in perfect working order, with minimal downtime. 

Our team of friendly, knowledgeable staff are on hand to 
help you with your commercial cleaning needs. Not sure 
what you need? No problem, our team have decades of 

experience solving commercial cleaning problems.

NEXT 
DAY
DELIVERY

We have a tried and tested carrier service which 
guarantees next day delivery when you need it. Need 

your commercial cleaning equipment delivering direct 
to site? No problem, call our team today, we will be 

delighted to assist you.
FREE CARRIAGE ON ALL

ORDERS OVER £150 (NET)
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WHAT WE STRIVE FOR

OUR VISION

OUR VALUES

To be recognised for market leading floorcare innovation, 
producing robust cleaning machines that are the easiest 

to use and the most reliable by matching progressive 
designs with quality and exceptional performance.

Honesty & Integrity
We respect and value 

stakeholders, treating them 
the way we’d like to be 

treated ourselves

 Commitment
We don’t give up or stop 

until we meet the highest 
standards

Innovation
We design and innovate to 

make enduring products that 
always reflect our heritage

Delighting Customers
Always at the heart of 

everything we do.

WHAT WE DO



INDUSTRIES WE PROUDLY SERVE

Education
Meeting the cleaning 
demands of a busy school 
can be difficult. Victor have 
been popular with the 
education sector for many 
decades, with products 
such as the Contractor or 
V9 Vacuum firm favourites.

Healthcare
Hospitals and care homes 
demand the highest level 
of sanitisation. Victor 
offer a wide range of high 
quality products suitable 
that guarantee the best 
cleaning performance.

Manufacturing
Clean, maintained factories 
can offer better levels of 
efficiency and operations. 
Victor offer a range 
of products that help 
support the needs of the 
manufacturing industry.

Automotive
Car showrooms require 
an immaculate finish to 
help the cars look their 
best. Victor offer a range 
of Rotary machines & 
Scrubber dryers which 
make floorcare easy to 
maintain.

Local Authorities
Victor has been a firm 
favourite with local 
authorities for decades. 
Cost effective, high quality 
machines maximise 
budget, whilst keeping 
maintenance of machines 
to a minimum.

Retail & Supermarkets
Having a clean store is a 
priority for all retail stores. 
The Victor range caters 
for all square footage, 
ensuring you have the 
right machine on standby 
in your store.

Hotels & Hospitality
Making guests feel at 
home is number 1 for 
any successful hotel or 
hospitality venue. Victor 
offer a wide range of 
products to help ensure 
the highest levels of 
cleanliness.

Food Services
Customer care and quality 
are core values at the heart 
of the food industry. These 
values align perfectly with 
Victor’s. Victor have a range 
of cleaning solutions, ideal 
for both front & back of 
house.

Transport
Continuous cleaning 
maintenance is important 
to ensure the safety of 
travellers. Victor offer 
a range of products to 
support the transport 
industry, including the 
Mist Pro 360 - a surface 
sanitising system.

Construction
Built to last, our cleaning 
products are produced 
to the highest standard 
ensuring they are robust 
enough to meet the 
demands of the toughest 
jobs on site.

Facilities Management
We work closely with the 
FM industry to develop 
new products that meet 
the ever changing needs of 
FM industry. Our bespoke 
JanCart trolley’s modular 
design makes it ideal for an 
infinite number of cleaning 
challenges.

Commercial Cleaners
Professional cleaners need 
equipment that is cost 
effective, reliable and offer 
sustained performance. 
Victor offer a range of 
products and machines 
geared to meet these 
needs.
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ROTARY MACHINES



Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

ROTARY MACHINES
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CONTRACTOR

Contractor 400 Standard Speed VR-C400S 300 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Contractor 400 High Speed VR-C400H 350 ● ● ● ●
Contractor 450 Standard Speed VR-C450S 400 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Contractor 400 High Speed VR-C400H 450 ● ● ● ●
SPRITE

Sprite 400 High Speed VR-S400HE 350 ● ● ● ● ● ●
Sprite 450 High Speed VR-S450HE 400 ● ● ● ● ● ●
SPRITE 300

Sprite 300 Standard Speed VR-S300 150 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
MULTISPEED

Multispeed 450 VR-MSI450 400 - 550 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● Can be 
added

LYNX

Lynx 15” VR-L15 650 ● ● ● ● Can be 
added

Lynx 17” VR-L17 700 ● ● ● ● Can be 
added

Lynx 20” VR-L20 900 ● ● ● ● Can be 
added

FSX - BATTERY POWERED BURNISHER

FSX450 VR-FSX450 750 ● ● ● ●
HYPERGLIDE

Hyperglide 350 V-H9816 500 ● ●
Hyperglide 350 Battery Powered V-H9816B 500 ● ●
SCRUBBER DRYERS

SD20 VR-SD20 1600 Eco / 
1100Max ●

SD50 VR-SD50 2000 Eco / 
1400 Max ●

SD40 VR-SD40 2800 Eco / 
2000 Max ●

SDR80 VR-SDR80 3,900 ●

Contractor
VR-C

Sprite 
VR-S

Sprite 300 
VR-S300

Multispeed 
VR-MSI

Lynx 
VR-L

FSX Cordless 
VR-FSX450

BURNISHERSROTARY FLOOR MACHINES

WHICH MACHINE IS RIGHT FOR ME?
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WHAT MAKES

UNIQUE?

VICTOR
ROTARY

MACHINES

What is 
CentreFlex®

Technology?
Victor have been perfecting their unique 

CentreFlex drive board technology for over 
30 years. The CentreFlex drive board self-
levels whilst cleaning, which ensures that 
both flat and uneven surfaces are given 

the perfect finish. The CentreFlex’s shock-
absorbing qualities mean less vibration 
is felt by the user, reducing fatigue and 
making it more ergonomic to operate.



Made in the UK
Victor have been proudly making 

commercial cleaning equipment in 
Birmingham for over 75 years.

Built to Last
We believe in producing long lasting 

equipment that will stand the test 
of time in the most demanding 

environments.

Simple Engineering
Simple engineering means simple 

maintenance for the end user.

No Cogs
Our rotary machines, use belt driven 
technology which means there are 
no complex cog mechanisms to go 

wrong.

Ergonomic Design
All Victor rotary machines have fully 
adjustable ergonomic handles, for 

optimum user comfort.

CentreFlex® Drive Board
CentreFlex® drive boards self levels 

whilst cleaning. This ensures a 
perfectly clean finish on both flat or 

uneven surfaces.

Easy Transport
Sturdy wheels ensure easy transport 
of Victor machines, when not in use.

Bespoke
Our in-house Research & 

Development department are on 
hand to help solve problems and 

create bespoke solutions on request.

15

3 Year Warranty
All Victor rotary machines are backed 

up by a 3 year warranty. (Subject to 
registration) 

VICTOR
ROTARY

MACHINES

3 Year
Warranty



The Contractor rotary machines offers unrivalled value and 
performance across a range of hard floor cleaning tasks including 
buffing, spray cleaning, scrubbing and bonnet mopping.

Available in high speed (300rpm) or standard speed (240rpm) and 
either 400mm or 450mm drive boards, the Contractor provides 
the flexibility to effectively carry out most hard floor cleaning 
tasks. 

This versatile machine can be fitted with an optional cleaning 
solution tank for scrubbing or bonnet mopping. 

The lower profile extended base allows users to clean effectively 
beneath overhanging shelving or tables. 

ü Made in the UK
ü 3 Years Warranty
ü Delivered fully assembled and ready for use
ü Drive board included
ü Maintenance packages available on request

Hard floor stripping
 Hard floor scrubbing
Hard floor spray cleaning
Hard floor polishing
Hard floor bonnet mopping
Carpet skimming
 Carpet bonnet mopping

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 68) Technical Specifications

Code

VR-C400H

VR-C400S

VR-C450H

VR-C450S

Price

£650

£650

£670

£670

Description

High Speed 400mm (15”)

Standard Speed 400mm (15”)

High Speed 450mm (17”)

Standard Speed 450mm (17”)

Suitable for

Key features
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CONTRACTOR RANGE
Single Disk Rotary

Tried & Tested Drive System
Tensioned belt and pulley 
mechanism - no complex cogs/
gear wheels

Easy Cleaning Fluid Application
The solution tank upgrade is 
quick and easy to install and is 
controlled by a trigger on the 
handle.

Easy to Transport
Sturdy wheels enable effortless 
transportation.

Quiet & Smooth Motor
Twin capacitor motor ensures 
smooth start every time. 

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

Code Name Price
VA9205 15l Quick Release Solution Tank £132.69
VA9204 7l Quick Release Solution Tank £131.81
D1000 15m High Visibility Cable £34.53
VA9201/3 400 Anti Splash Skirt £13.50
VA9201/4 450 Anti Splash Skirt £13.50
AYS1011 450 / 400 Universal Quick Release Skirt £102.07
VB40141 400 Centreflex Drive Board £105.10
VB45141 450 Centreflex Drive Board £136.30
VB40350 400 Poly Scrub Brush £92.88
VB45350 450 Poly Scrub Brush £116.72
VB40320 400 Shampoo Brush £92.88
VB45320 450 Shampoo Brush £116.72

VR-C400H VR-C450H VR-C400S VR-C450S

Voltage (V) 230 230 230 230

Working Width (mm) 400 450 400 450

Pad Speed (RPM) 300 300 240 240

Motor Power (W) 1100 1300 1100 1300

Noise Level (dB) 57 57 57 57

Cable Length (m) 15 15 15 15

Operating Down Force (kg) 28 28.5 28 28.5

Productivity (m2 per hr) 350 450 300 400

Dimensions (L x W x H) 650x440x1100 700x490x1100 650x440x1100 700x490x1100

Weight (kg) 30.5 31 30.5 31
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The Sprite Range is similar to our ever popular Contractor range, 
however features an active exhauster unit for a perfect dust free 
finish. 

Available in high speed (300rpm) and either 400mm or 450mm 
drive boards, the Sprite provides the flexibility to effectively carry 
out a range of floor cleaning tasks. 

As with all Victor machines, Sprite machines are delivered fully 
assembled and ready for use. A drive board is included so you can 
simply attach the appropriate pad and start cleaning.

ü Made in the UK
ü 3 Years Warranty
ü Delivered fully assembled and ready for use
ü Drive board included
ü Maintenance packages available on request

Hard floor spray cleaning
Hard floor polishing
Carpet bonnet mopping
Hard floor bonnet mopping

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 68) Technical Specifications

Code

VR-S400HE

VR-S450HE

Price

£899

£925

Description

High Speed 400mm (15”)

High Speed 450mm (17”)

Suitable for

Key features

Active Exhauster Unit
Active exhauster unit ensures a 
perfect finish by vacuuming the 
area to be free from dust particles.

Easy to Transport
Sturdy wheels enable effortless 
transportation.

Fitted Skirt
Ensures suction levels remain 
high creating a dust free, perfect 
finish.

Simple to Maintain & Service
Tensioned belt and pulley 
mechanism - no complex cogs/
gear wheels

SPRITE RANGE
Single Disk Rotary with Vacuum

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

ACTIVE
VACUUM

VR-S400HE VR-S450HE
Voltage (V) 230 230

Working Width (mm) 400 450

Pad Speed (RPM) 300 300

Motor Power (W) 1100 1300

Noise Level (dB) 57 57

Cable Length (m) 15 15

Operating Down Force (kg) 27.4 32.4

Productivity (m2 per hr) 350 450

Active Vacuumation (Mbar) 160 160

Vacuum Capacity (L) 4 4

Dimensions (L x W x H) 650x440x1100 700x490x1100

Weight (kg) 37 37.5

Code Name Price
AYE5000 Exhauster Vacuum Attachment £275.00
SB15666 Exhauster Vacuum Bags £10.74
D1000 15m High Visibility Cable Assembly £34.53
AYS1011 450 / 400 Universal Quick Release Skirt £102.07
VB40141 400 Centreflex Drive Board £105.10
VB45141 450 Centreflex Drive Board £136.30



The Sprite 300 is one of the most slimline machines on the market 
today, allowing it to be used in the tightest of areas.

The Sprite 300 operates at our standard speed (240 RPM) to give 
the operator the opportunity to carry out a number of cleaning 
tasks on both hard floors and carpets. 

The fold over handle allows the machine to be stored in the 
smallest of cleaning cupboards and the brush hook on the rear 
of the handle provides convenient storage for either a brush or 
drive board.

As you would expect from such a versatile machine, a full range of 
accessories is available for the Sprite 300. These include tanks and 
a variety of brushes, polypropylene for scrubbing, for polishing 
and shampoo brushes for carpets.

ü Made in the UK
ü 3 Years Warranty
ü Delivered fully assembled and ready for use.
ü Drive board included
ü Maintenance packages available on request

Hard floor stripping
 Hard floor scrubbing
Hard floor spray cleaning
Hard floor bonnet mopping
Carpet skimming
 Carpet bonnet mopping

Technical Specifications

Suitable for

Key features
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SPRITE 300
Slimline Single Disk Rotary

Tried & Tested Drive System
Tensioned belt and pulley 
mechanism - no complex cogs/
gear wheels

Slimline Design
Ideal for cleaning around tight 
or confined spaces such as 
washrooms

Easy to Store
The fold over handle makes the 
Sprite 300 incredibly easy to store.

Quiet & Smooth Motor
Twin capacitor motor ensures 
smooth start every time. 

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 68)

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

300mm

Code

VR-S300S

Price

£710

Description

Standard speed slimline 300mm (15”)

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

SUPER
SLIMLINE

Code Name Price
VA9205 15l Quick Release Solution Tank £132.69

VA9204 7l Quick Release Solution Tank £131.81

D1000 15m High Visibility Cable Assembly £34.53

VB30111 300 Centreflex Drive Board £92.88

VB30350 300 Scrubbing Brush £76.99

VA9201/1 300 Anti Splash Skirt £11.30

VB30320 300 Shampoo Brush £76.99

VR-S300

Voltage (V) 230

Working Width (mm) 300

Pad Speed (RPM) 240

Motor Power (W) 1100

Noise Level (dB) 57

Cable Length (m) 15

 Operating Down Force (kg) 26.5

Productivity (m2 per hr) 150

Dimensions (L x W x H) 450x300x1110

Weight (kg) 29
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The Victor Multispeed Rotary Floor Scrubber and Polisher Machine 
is the ideal choice for venues where hard flooring requires both 
deep cleaning and polishing, such as schools, colleges, nightclubs, 
hospitals etc.

Ideal for users who require a rotary floor tool for multiple different 
uses, but don’t want the cost of maintaining of multiple machines. 

The Victor Multispeed can easily switch between 200 RPM and 
400 RPM at the flick of a switch.

As with all Victor machines, Multispeed machines are delivered 
fully assembled and ready for use. A drive board is included so you 
can just attach the appropriate pad and start cleaning.

ü Made in the UK
ü 3 Years Warranty
ü Delivered fully assembled and ready for use.
ü Drive board included
ü Maintenance packages available on request

Hard floor stripping or scrubbing
Hard floor spray cleaning
Hard floor polishing
Carpet shampooing and scrubbing
Carpet skimming
Bonnet mopping

Technical Specifications

Code

VR-MSI450

Price

£965

Description

450mm (17”)

Suitable for

Key features

Dual Speed
Switch between 200 and 400rpm 
at the flick of a switch

Easy to Transport
Sturdy wheels enable effortless 
transportation.

Easy Cleaning Fluid Application
The solution tank upgrade is 
quick and easy to install and is 
controlled by a trigger on the 
handle.

Simple to Maintain & Service
Tensioned belt and pulley 
mechanism - no complex cogs/
gear wheels

MULTISPEED
Dual Speed Single Disk Rotary

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 69)

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

2 SPEED
SETTINGS

VR-MSI450

Voltage (V) 230

Working Width (mm) 450

Pad Speed (RPM) 200 / 400

Motor Power (W) 1500

Noise Level (dB) 57

Cable Length (m) 15

Operating Down Force (kg) 32.5

Productivity (m2 per hr) 500 - 550

Dimensions (L x W x H) 730x490x1100

Weight (kg) 35

Code Name Price
VA9205 15l Quick Release Solution Tank £132.69
VA9204 7l Quick Release Solution Tank £131.81
D1000 15m High Visibility Cable Assembly £34.53
VA9201/4 450 Anti Splash Skirt £13.50
AYS1011 450 Quick Release Skirt £102.07
VB45141 450 Centreflex Drive Board £136.30
VB45350 450 Poly Scrub Brush £116.72
VB45320 450 Shampoo Brush £116.72
AYE5000 Exhauster Vacuum Attachment £275.00
SB15666 Exhauster Vacuum Bags £10.74



The Lynx operates at 1080 RPM to give excellent productivity in 
spray cleaning or burnishing and a superior finish on the floor.

The Lynx features a passive vacuum which helps collect surface 
dust into an on-board dust bag. For areas more prone to dust 
build up, an active exhauster unit can be added which creates a 
powerful vacuum action.

Easy to use, fold-over handle allows the Lynx to be stored in the 
smallest of places.

Available in 3 sizes 15” (400 mm), 17” (450 mm) and 20” (500 mm)

The Lynx can be fitted with an exhauster for areas where an active 
dust collection unit is necessary. However where sound is an issue 
the Lynx has the ability to be converted to a silent passive dust 
collection system. 

ü Made in the UK
ü 3 Years Warranty
ü Delivered fully assembled and ready for use.
ü Drive board included
ü Maintenance packages available on request

Hard floor spray cleaning
Hard floor burnishing

Technical Specifications

Code

VR-L15

VR-L17

VR-L20

Price

£899

£960

£985

Description

400mm (15”)

450mm (17”)

500mm (20”)

Suitable for

Key features
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LYNX RANGE
Burnishing

Superior Results
1080 RPM operating speed gives 
excellent productivity and finish.

Long-Life Use
Toughened plastic pad gripper 
prevents pad from working use 
and ensures longevity.

Easy Storage
The Lynx folds down to allow easy 
compact storage.

Active or Passive Vacuum
Vacuum exhauster can be fitted 
securely to handle

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 69)

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

Code Name Price
VA9205 15l Quick Release Solution Tank £132.69

VA9204 7l Quick Release Solution Tank £131.81

D1000 15m High Visibility Cable Assembly £34.53

C1613/B Diffuser strip £16.44

AYH2033 Exhauster hose assembly £13.04

AYE5000 Exhauster Vacuum Attachment £275.00

C1456 Passive Vacuum Bags 10pc £10.80

SB15666 Exhauster Vacuum Bags 10pc £10.74

VR-L15 VR-L17 VR-L20

Voltage (V) 230 230 230

Working Width (mm) 400 450 500

Pad Speed (RPM) 1080 1080 1080

Motor Power (W) 1500 1500 1500

Noise Level (dB) 57 57 57

Cable Length (m) 15 15 15

Operating Down Force (kg) 32.5 35 10

Productivity (m2 per hr) 650 700 900

Dimensions (L x W x H) 650x490x1150 650x510x1150 650x575x1150

Weight (kg) 35 37.5 35.9

PASSIVE
VACUUM

ACTIVE
VACUUM
UPGRADE AVAILABLE
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The Victor FSX450 battery burnisher offers ultra high-speed 
burnishing, excellent battery performance and dust collection to 
leave your floors in fantastic condition.

Ideal for hospitals and retail, and environments where daytime 
cleaning is required. 

The Victor FSX450 has no trailing power leads allowing safe 
cleaning at any time of day. The battery delivers an incredible run 
time of over 2 hours and can be recharged ready for use in 6 hours. 

The passive dust collection picks up dust and small debris without 
creating noise pollution. The FSX450 also features an isolation key 
that operates as an extra layer of safety to prevent tampering or 
use by unauthorised personnel.

ü Made in the UK
ü 3 Years Warranty
ü Delivered fully assembled and ready for use.
ü Drive board included
ü Maintenance packages available on request

Hard floor burnishing 
Hard floor spray cleaning

Technical Specifications

Code

VR-FSX450

Price

£2,015

Description

450mm (17”) includes battery & Charger

Suitable for

Key features

Robust Design
The steel casing and industrial 
grade handle are capable of 
withstanding years of tough use. 

No Trailing Cables
Ideal for daytime cleaning, the 
FSX450 can be used for 2+ hours 
on a single charge.

‘Low battery’ warning light
The low battery warning indicator 
lets the operator know when it’s 
time to recharge. 

High speed
At 1350 RPM the FSX450 ensures 
excellent productivity and results 
every time.

FSX450
Battery Powered Burnishing

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 69)

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

BATTERY
POWERED

VR-FSX450

Voltage (V) 12

Working Width (mm) 450

Pad Speed (RPM) 1350

Motor Power (W) 850

Noise Level (dB) 60

Operating Down Force (kg) 60

Productivity (m2 per hr) 750

Dimensions (L x W x H) 760x570x1170

Weight (kg) 62.6 (with battery)

Charge Time (Hrs) 6

Battery Run Time (Hrs) 2+

Battery Capacity (Ah) 120

Charger Amp (A) 20

Code Name Price
VA9205 15l Quick Release Solution Tank £132.69

VA9204 7l Quick Release Solution Tank £131.81

C1456 Passive Vacuum Bags 10pc £10.80

AYS1011 450 Quick Release Skirt £102.07
B1163 Pad Retainer £9.27
SBI7242 FSX Burnisher - Battery Charger 300wt £279.00
SBI7479 12v 120Ah AGM Battery £295.00
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Red Floor Pads
For light cleaning tasks.
Available in 12” 15” 17” 20”

White Floor Pads
For polishing clean, dry floors.
Available in 12” 15” 17” 20”

Green Floor Pads
For wet scrubbing and cleaning.
Available in 12” 15” 17” 20”

Blue Floor Pads
For scrubbing delicate floors.
Available in 12” 15” 17” 20”

Black Floor Pads
For stripping floors.
Available in 12” 15” 17” 20”

Poly Scrub Brush
For Scrubbing hard floors
Available in 300mm, 400mm, 
450mm

Poly Shampoo Brush
For Shampooing Carpets
Available in 300mm, 400mm, 
450mm

CentreFlex® Drive Board
Available in 300mm, 400mm, 450mm

Bonnet Mop
Available for carpets or hard floors 
Available in 12” 15” 17”

Skimming Pad
For carpet skimming.
Available in 12” 15” 17”

Sanding Pad
For floor sanding.
Available in 15” 17”

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

ROTARY MACHINE CONSUMABLES
Floor pads, brushes, drive boards and tanks

15l Solution Tank
Easy to fit, holds 15l

Anti-Splash Skirt
Available in 12” 15” 17”

Active Vacuum Exhauster
For active dust removal

7l Solution Tank
Easy to fit, holds 7l

Quick Release Skirt
Universal size for 15” or 17”
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Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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CONTRACTOR

VR-C400S ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●
VR-C400H ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●
VR-C450S ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●●
VR-C450H ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●●
SPRITE

VR-S400HE ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●
VR-S450HE ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●
SPRITE 300

VR-S300 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●
MULTISPEED

VR-MSI450 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●●●●
LYNX

VR-L15 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●●
VR-L17 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●●
VR-L20 ● ● ● ● ● ●●●
FSX

VR-FSX450 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●●



SCRUBBER DRYERS
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ü FASTEST CHARGE TIMES

ü LONGEST RUN TIMES

üMOST LIGHTWEIGHT

üMOST COMPACT

ü HIGHEST RPM

ü EASY TO USE

ü SIMPLE MAINTENANCE
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Hyperglide 350 
V-H9816

SD20 
VR-SD20

SD50 
VR-SD50

SDR80 
VR-SDR80

PRODUCTIVITY m2 per Hr WORKING TIME PER 
CHARGE (Hrs)

CHARGING TIME 
(Hrs)

Hyperglide 350 500 1 1.5

SD20 1600 Eco / 1100Max 2 2

SD40 2000 Eco / 1400 Max 2 2

SD50 2800 Eco / 2000 Max 1.5 2

SDR80 3,900 4 12

WHAT SCRUBBER DRYER IS RIGHT FOR ME?

25

SD40 
VR-SD40



What makes Victor 
Scrubber Dryers Unique?

Longer Run Times
Up to twice as long as industry 

standards.

Fast Charge Batteries
Batteries fully charged in twice the 

time of industry standard.

Higher RPM
Victor Scrubber driers have a RPM 
of 340 - almost twice the industry 

standard, so can clean floors in half 
the time.

Twin Brush Design
Unique twin brush design powered 
by a single motor increases cleaning 

power and decreases the noise.

Wide Opening Tank
Super wide opening tank allows 
easy access and cleaning for the 

user.

High Brush Head 
Pressure

Ideal for heavy duty and deep 
cleaning, Victor scrubber driers have 

a downforce of up to 30kg.

3 Year Warranty
All Victor Scrubber Dryers are 

backed up by a 3 year warranty.
*SDR80 & Hyperglide 2 years as standard 

Front Mounted Squeegee
The squeegee is mounted in front of 

the wheels. This ensures the wheels are 
never wet, resulting in a perfect finish.

Super Compact
Victor Scrubber Dryers are the lightest, 

shortest and narrowest when compared 
to alternatives with the same capacity.

26

340 RPM

3 Year
Warranty

WIDE

KG

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771



Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
27

Easy Grip 
Button System

Simple to use controls
The Victor scrubber dryer range has been developed with the 
end user in mind. Simple controls make it easy for the user to 

get the machine to perform correctly and reduces training time

Just two simple buttons control all the functions.

MODE SELECTION 
Mode selection button 

Eco / Max Power / Off and % 
detergent selection

WATER ADJUSTMENT 
Water adjustment button 

from 0.3 to 2 l/min. The same 
button also allows draining 

the solution tank.

RUNTIME COUNTER
Residual runtime and hour 

counter.

POWER CONSUMPTION
Displays the total power 

consumption.
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The Hyperglide 350 is an ultra compact floor scrubber, for all 
types of hard floors and carpets. It’s contra-rotating brushes leave 
floors clean and dry within minutes, making this ideal for hotels, 
restaurants, bars, schools, offices, shops and healthcare facilities.

Effective on most floor types, particularly safety flooring, tiled 
floors, carpets and entrance matting

Supplied with medium grade (grey) brushes, designed for 
universal use, however more specialised brushes are available.

The Hyperglide 350 is extremely light in operation and even 
with a full tank is comfortable to use with one hand. Similar to 
an upright vacuum cleaner, the Hyperglide is very simple to use 
which means minimal training requirements.

ü Available in mains or battery powered versions

ü Contra rotating brush design
Cleans and dries at the same time, leaving floors touch dry
instantly.

ü Effective on multiple floor types
Effective on most floor types, particularly safety flooring, tiled
floors, carpets and entrance matting

ü Simple, but built to last
Easy access to routine maintenance parts

ü Light & easy to Use
Simple controls mean less training is required.

ü Maintenance packages available on request

Technical Specifications

Code

V-H9816

V-H9819

Price

£1300

£2200

Description

Hyperglide 350 - Mains powered

Hyperglide 350 - Battery powered

Key features

HYPERGLIDE 350
Ultra-Compact

Light & Portable
Extremely light in action and even 
with a full tank is comfortable to 
use with one hand

High Performance
2 Contra-rotating brushes ensure 
optimum cleaning power.

Low Profile for Added Reach
Low profile and full handle 
movement allows access under 
most furniture

Extra Clean
1.8l Recovery tank prevents dirty 
water leaking out

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 70)

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

Code Name Price
SBI7269 Hyperglide Firm brush black £69

SBI7270 Hyperglide Medium brush grey £69

FSH2001 Hyperglide Battery only for V-H9819 £489.00

FSH2002 Hyperglide Charger only for V-H9819 £165.00

Mains Version V-H9816

Voltage (V) 230

Motor Power (W) 400

Working Width (mm) 385

Brush Speed Front (RPM) 700

Brush Speed Rear (RPM) 1145

Working Capacity (m2/h) 500

Cleaning Solution Tank (l) 4

Capacity for Dirty Water (l) 1.8

Weight (kg) 11

Dimensions (mm) 330x385x140

MAINS
POWERED

BATTERY
POWERED

AVAILABLE IN:

Battery Version V-H9816B
Battery (v) 36 - 5.8A/h

Brushless Motor Power (W) 580 - 36V D.C.

Recharging Time (min) 90

Runtime (min) 60

Brush Speed Front (RPM) 700

Brush Speed Rear (RPM) 1145

Working Capacity (m2/h) 500

Cleaning Solution Tank (l) 4

Capacity for Dirty Water (l) 1.8

Weight (kg) 8.5 + 1.5

Dimensions (mm) 330x385x140

Hyperglide Firm Contra Brush Black
Suitable for surfaces requiring more abrasive force. 
Ideal for periodic and deep cleaning. 

Hyperglide Medium Contra Brush Grey
Suitable for most surfaces;, including porcelain tiles, 
ceramic, linoleum, PVC flooring, aluminium flooring, 
laminate parquet flooring

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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The SD20 compact scrubber dryer benefits from a slimline body 
which is easy to store and manoeuvre around tight spaces such as 
retail environments or washrooms.

The SD20 is the ideal compact scrubber dryer for cleaning 
surfaces from 250 - 1000 m2 and can clean up to 2,400 m2 on a 
single charge. (2,400 m2 on Eco Mode, 1,700 m2 on Max)

The front mounted brush head increases visibility in operation 
allowing the operator to see their working area, in addition to 
being able to get the brushes closer to corners and edges.

The patented two toothed brushes has simplified the transmission 
to a single motor, thus increasing productivity and reducing costs. 

The SD20 has been designed to be simple to maintain. Routine 
maintenance tasks such as squeegee replacement, cleaning the 
clean-water filter and replacing brushes is fast and easy. The wide 
opening of the recovery tank makes with easy to access and clean.

ü High performance cleaning
High rotation double brush cleans better than single brush 
machines.
 
ü Compact design
With the same tank capacity, Victor scrubber dryers are some of 
the shortest, narrowest and lightest options available.

ü Simple, but built to last
Easy access to routine maintenance parts
 
ü Easy to Use
Simple controls mean less training is required.
 
ü Quick Charge & Long Runtime

ü Maintenance packages available on request

Key features

Front-mounted Double Brush
The SD20’s patented 2 brush 
design is powered by a single 
motor which offers superior 
cleaning power.

Extra Quiet
Powered by a single motor that 
drives two brushes and the 
suction turbine, the SD20 creates 
just 66 decibels of sound. 

Super Slimline
With the same capacity and track, 
the SD20 is one of the lightest 
(59kg) and most slimline 20L 
scrubber dryers available.

Quick Charge Batteries
With runtime of up to 2 hours and 
a recharge time of just 2 hours, the 
SD20 has the ability to be in action 
12 of 24 hours.

SD20 SCRUBBER DRYER
Compact 20l Walk Behind

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

Code

V-SD20

Price

£3428

Description

20l Walk Behind Scrubber Dryer

Technical SpecificationsConsumables (for a full spares list, see page 70)

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

BATTERY
POWERED

V-SD20

Voltage (V) 54.6

Motor Power (W) 500

Motor Power Consumption - Eco-mode / Max (W) 240 / 340

Tank Capacity - Solution / Capacity (l) 20 / 22

Noise Level - Eco-mode / Max (dB) 64.6 / 66.6

Brush rotation speed - Empty / Loaded (RPM) 340 / 300

Load on brush pads (kg) 30

Charge Time 2hr (Setting 5A)

Cleaning area per charge Eco-mode / Max (m2) 2400 / 1700

Protection Level IPX3

Weight (kg) 59

Dimensions - L x W x H (mm) 960 x 490 x 1100

Code Name Price
SBI0190 Front rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £23.33
SBI0200 Rear rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £26.67
SBI0320 Front polyurethane squeegee blade - anti-oil £36.67
SBI0330 Rear polyurethane squeegee blade - anti-oil £41.67
SBI0180 White toothed brush 8” 0.9mm £78.33
SBI0190 Blue toothed brush 8” 0.7mm £78.33
SBI0200 Blue toothed brush 8” 0.3mm £78.33
SBI0340 Tynex toothed brush 8” 0.6mm grit 320 £125.00

490mm
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Key features

Front-mounted Double Brush
The SD40’s patented 2 brush 
design is powered by a single 
motor, for superior cleaning 
power and visibility.

Extra Quiet
Powered by a single motor that 
drives two brushes and the 
suction turbine results in the 
SD40 creating just 66 decibels. 

Super Slimline
With the same capacity and track, 
the SD40 is one of the lightest 
(65kg) and most slimline 40L 
scrubber dryers available.

SD40 SCRUBBER DRYER
Compact 40l Walk Behind 

Code

V-SD40

Price

£3817

Description

40l  Walk Behind Scrubber Dryer

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 70) Technical Specifications

The SD40 compact scrubber dryer benefits from a slimline body 
which is easy to store and manoeuvre around tight spaces such as 
retail environments or washrooms. 

The SD40 is the ideal compact scrubber dryer for cleaning 
surfaces from 1000 - 2000m2 and can clean up to 6,000m2 on a 
single charge. (6,000m2 on Eco Mode, 4,500m2 on max)

The front mounted brush head increases visibility in operation 
allowing the operator to see their working area, in addition to 
being able to get the brushes closer to corners and edges.

The patented toothed brush design has simplified the 
transmission to a single motor, thus increasing productivity and 
reducing costs. 

The SD40 has been designed to be simple to maintain. Routine 
maintenance tasks such as squeegee replacement, cleaning the 
clean-water filter and replacing brushes is fast and easy. The wide 
opening of the recovery tank makes with easy to access and clean.

ü High performance cleaning
High rotation double brush cleans better than single brush 
machines
 
ü Compact design
With the same tank capacity, Victor scrubber dryers are some of 
the shortest, narrowest and lightest options available.

ü Simple, but built to last
Easy access to routine maintenance parts 
 
ü Easy to Use
Simple controls mean less training is required
 
ü Quick Charge & Long Runtime

ü Maintenance packages available on request

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

Code Name Price
SBI0210 Front rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £26.67
SBI0220 Rear rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £30.00
SBI0340 Front polyurethane squeegee blade - anti-oil £41.67
SBI0350 Rear polyurethane squeegee blade - anti-oil £53.33
SBI0250 White toothed brush 10” 0.9mm £86.67
SBI0260 Blue toothed brush 10” 0.7mm £86.67
SBI0270 Blue toothed brush 10” 0.3mm £86.67
SBI0350 Tynex toothed brush 10” 0.6mm grit 320 £141.67

 

590mm

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

BATTERY
POWERED

Quick Charge Batteries
With runtime of up to 2 hours and 
a recharge time of just 2 hours, 
the SD40 has the ability to be in 
action 12 hours per day

V-SD40

Voltage (V) 54.6
Motor Power (W) 500
Motor Power Consumption - Eco-mode / Max (W) 290 / 390
Tank Capacity - Solution / Capacity (l) 40 / 45L
Noise Level - Eco-mode / Max (dB) 64.6 / 66.6
Brush rotation speed - Empty / Loaded (RPM) 340 / 300
Load on brush pads (kg) 30
Charge Time 2hr (Setting 5A)
Cleaning area per charge Eco-mode / Max (m2) 6000 / 4500
Protection Level IPX3
Weight (kg) 65
Dimensions - L x W x H (mm) 900 x 590 x 1100
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Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

The SD50 compact scrubber dryer benefits from a slimline body 
which is easy to store and manoeuvre around tight spaces such as 
retail environments or washrooms.

The SD50 is the ideal compact scrubber dryer for cleaning 
surfaces from 1000 - 2000m2 and can clean up to 8,400m2 on a 
single charge. (8,400m2 on Eco Mode, 6,300m2 on max)

The front mounted brush head increases visibility in operation 
allowing the operator to see their working area, in addition to 
being able to get the brushes closer to corners and edges.

The patented toothed brush design has simplified the 
transmission to a single motor, thus increasing productivity and 
reducing costs. 

The SD50 has been designed to be simple to maintain. Routine 
maintenance tasks such as squeegee replacement, cleaning the 
clean-water filter and replacing brushes is fast and easy. The wide 
opening of the recovery tank makes with easy to access and clean.

ü High performance cleaning
High rotation toothed brushes cleans better than single brush 
machines
 
ü Compact design
With the same tank capacity, Victor scrubber dryers are some of 
the shortest, narrowest and lightest options available.
 
ü Simple, but built to last
Easy access to routine maintenance parts
 
ü Easy to Use
Simple controls mean less training is required
 
ü Quick Charge & Long Runtime

ü Maintenance packages available on request

Key features

SD50 SCRUBBER DRYER
Compact 50l Walk Behind 

Front-mounted Double Brush
The SD50’s patented toothed brush 
design is powered by a single 
motor, offering maximum visibility 
and superior cleaning power.

Extra Quiet
Powered by a single motor that 
drives four brushes and the 
suction turbine, the SD50 creates 
just 64 decibels of sound. 

Super Slimline
With the same capacity and track, 
the SD50 is one of the lightest 
(66kg) and most slimline 50L 
scrubber dryer available.

Quick Charge Batteries
With runtime of up to 2 hours and 
a recharge time of just 2 hours, the 
SD50 has the ability to be in action 
12 hours per day

Code

V-SD50

Price

£4196

Description

50L Walk Behind Scrubber Dryer

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 70) Technical Specifications

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

BATTERY
POWERED

V-SD50

Voltage (V) 54.6
Motor Power (W) 500
Motor Power Consumption - Eco-mode / Max (W) 290 / 390
Tank Capacity - Solution / Capacity (l) 47 / 50
Noise Level - Eco-mode / Max (dB) 64.6 / 66.6
Brush rotation speed - Empty / Loaded (RPM) 340 / 300
Load on brush pads (kg) 30
Charge Time 2hr (Setting 5A)
Cleaning area per charge Eco-mode / Max (m2) 8400 / 6300
Protection Level IPX3
Weight (kg) 66
Dimensions - L x W x H (mm) 900 x 750 x 1100

Code Name Price
SBI0430 Front rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £35.00
SBI0440 Rear rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £41.67
SBI0420 Front polyurethane squeegee blade - anti-oil £53.33
SBI0450 Rear polyurethane squeegee blade - anti-oil £60.00
SBI0120 White toothed brush 7” 0.9mm £70.00
SBI0360 Blue toothed brush 7” 0.7mm £70.00
SBI0370 Blue toothed brush 7” 0.3mm £70.00
SBI0380 Tynex toothed brush 7” 0.6mm grit 320 £116.67

750mm



The SDR-80 features the performance and manoeuvrability of a 
walk behind scrubber dryer, but with the added productivity of a 
ride-on scrubber dryer.

The front mounted brush head increases visibility in operation 
allowing the operator to see their working area, in addition to being 
able to get the brushes closer to corners and edges.

The patented two toothed brushes has simplified the transmission 
to a single motor, thus increasing productivity and reducing costs. 

The SDR-80 has been designed to be simple to maintain. Routine 
maintenance tasks such as squeegee replacement, cleaning the 
clean-water filter and replacing brushes is fast and easy. The wide 
opening of the recovery tank makes with easy to access and clean.

The slimline design of the SDR-80 makes it very easy to manoeuvre, 
even if the operator is more accustomed to a walk behind machine.

ü High performance cleaning
High rotation double brush cleans better than single brush 
machines
 
ü Compact design
With the same tank capacity, Victor scrubber dryers are some of 
the shortest, narrowest and lightest options available.

ü Simple, but built to last
Easy access to routine maintenance parts 
 
ü Easy to Use
Simple controls mean less training is required
 
ü Quick Charge & Long Runtime

ü Maintenance packages available on request
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Key features

Front-mounted Double Brush
Patented 2 brush design are 
powered by a single motor, for 
superior cleaning power.

Extra Quiet
The dual brush and suction turbine 
are powered by a single motor 
creating just 69 decibels in use. 

Heavy Duty Brush
Equipped with a heavy duty brush 
head (up to 41kg) with adjustable 
working pressure. 

Super Slimline
Designed to be as ultra slimline, 
allowing it to be lighter and more 
manoeuvrable. 

Quick Charge Batteries
The SDR-80 has a runtime of 4hrs 
and can be fully recharged in just 
12hrs.

Simple Maintenance
Routine maintenance and 
cleaning tasks such have been 
designed to be fast and simple.

Squeegee in front of wheels
Drying the floor before it comes in 
contact with the wheels reduces 
the risk of skidding and impacts.

Power steering
Advanced power steering ensures 
ultimate manoeuvrability and driving 
comfort for the operator.

Code

V-SDR-80

Price

£8125

Description

80l Ride On Scrubber Dryer

SDR-80 RIDE ON SCRUBBER DRYER
80l Compact Ride On

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 71)

Optional Accessories on Request

Technical Specifications

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

BATTERY
POWERED

Code Name Price
SBI0170 Front V squeegee blade 46.67
SBI0180 Rear V squeegee blade 50.00
SBI0010 White toothed brush 13” 0.9mm 106.67
SBI0020 Blue toothed brush 13” 0.7mm 106.67
SBI0110 Blue toothed brush 13” 0.3mm 106.67
SBI0031 Tynex toothed brush 13” 0.6mm grit 320 241.67

V-SDR-80

Solution Tank (l) 80

Recovery Tank (l) 80

Cleaning Track (mm) 650

Theoretical Yield (m2 per hr) 3900

Installed Power (W) 1350

Power supply (V) 24

Protection Degree IPX3

Autonomy (Hr) 4

Energy Consumption (W per m2) 0.35

Dimensions (L x W x H) with mounted squeegee 1320 x 730 x 1225

Weight Without Batteries (kg) 125

Weight With Batteries (kg) 210

Reverse Corridor (m) 1.8

Noise Level (dB) 69

BRUSH ASSEMBLY 

Brushes 2 x ⌀13” - 330mm

Brush Motor Rated Power (W) 550

Rated / Vacuum Brush Rotation Speed (RPM) 225 - 187

Load on brushes adjustable (kg) 0-41

SUCTION
Silenced turbine rated power (W) 500

Vacuum (0mm orifice) 1526 mm H20

TRANSMISSION
Motor differential power with electric brake (W) 300

Working Speed (km/h) 0-4

Transfer Speed (km/h) 0-6

Max. Slope exceedable (work / ramp) 7% - 16%

WASHING HEAD LIFTING
Gear motor power (W) 30

BATTERIES
Battery compartment size x2 (mm) 375 x 375 x 315

Standard Batteries x 2 Gel 12V 105/140Ah (C5/C20)

Recommended battery unit size (mm) 345 x 170 x 285

Recommended battery unit weight (kg) 42.7

Code Name Price
B.001.0 Battery Gel 12V 105/140Ah / C5/C20 (2 units per machine) 750.00
B.012.0 Battery AGM Discover 12V 105/130Ah / C5/C20 875.00

X.024.0
Battery Charger 24V / 13A (suitable for all Gel/AGM/Acid 
batteries - includes removable power cord and SB120 
connector) *

541.00

* Cord/plug for different countries available on request with no extra-charge

Twin Toothed 
Brush Design

 

The use of double toothed 
brushes increases 

efficiency, whilst utilising 
just one motor. This 
increases the energy 
efficiency, increasing 

runtime.

 Reduced 
Maintenance 

All routine maintenance 
tasks such as cleaning and 

replacing the squeegee, 
cleaning the tank and 

replacing brushes are easy 
to access and effortless.

High Brush Head 
Pressure

The SDR-80 can be used 
for maintenance or deep 

cleaning. The SDR-80 comes 
equipped with an electric 

load adjustment which 
ranges from 0kg - 41kg

WIDE

KG
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Blue Tooth PPL 
0.7 mm Brush

Soft brush for hard floors
Available in 7", 8", 10" and 13"
Compatible with SD20, SD40, SD50 
and SDR80

Black Tooth PPL 
0.5 mm Brush

Super soft brush for hard floors
Available in 7", 8", 10" and 13"
Compatible with SD20, SD40, SD50 
and SDR80

Tynex Grit 320 
Heavy Duty Pad

Scrubbing pad brush for hard floors
Available in 7", 8", 10" and 13"
Compatible with SD20, SD40, SD50 
and SDR80

Hyperglide Firm Contra 
Brush Black

Suitable for more challenging surfaces 
and for stubborn dirt requiring more 
abrasive force. E.g to remove deposits 
and limescale in barns, workshops, 
warehouses, garages and terraces.

Hyperglide Medium Contra 
Brush Grey

Suitable for most surfaces; porcelain 
tiles, ceramic, linoleum, PVC flooring, 
aluminium flooring, laminate parquet 
flooring

SCRUBBER DRYER CONSUMABLES

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

Check out our

COMMERCIAL 
CLEANING 
GUIDES
On page 64
Simple guides on how to get the most out 

of your Victor Cleaning Products.

White Tooth PPL 
0.9 mm Brush

Firm brush for hard floors
Available in 7", 8", 10" and 13"
Compatible with SD20, SD40, SD50 
and SDR80
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Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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HYPERGLIDE

Hyperglide 350 ● ●
Hyperglide 350B ● ●
SCRUBBER DRYERS

SD20 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
SD40 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
SD50 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
SDR80 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●



VACUUM CLEANERS



Dry Vacuum Wet & Dry 
Vacuum

Steam 
cleaning

Spray 
Extraction

Wet Cleaning 
Carpets

HEPA 
Filtration

VACUUM CLEANERS

V9 ● ●
V14 ●
Upright Vacuum Cleaner ● ●
Back Pack Vacuum ● ●
WET & DRY VACUUM CLEANERS

WD30 ● ● ●
WD60 ● ● ●
CX7 ● ●
STEAM CLEANER VACUUM CLEANERS

SL8000 ● ● ● ● ●

WHICH VACUUM CLEANER IS RIGHT FOR ME?

37

V9 HEPA Vacuum 
V-9

Upright Vacuum 
VR-UCS

WD30 
V-WD30

WD60 
V-WD60

CX7 Spray Extractor 
V-H2102

VACUUM CLEANERS

WET & DRY VACUUM CLEANERS

SL8000 
V-H9810

STEAM CLEANERS 

V14 HEPA Vacuum 
V-14

Back Pack Vacuum 
VG1102



The Victor V-9 features a highly advanced HEPA filtration system 
without the need for expensive HEPA bags. This commercial tub 
vacuum is lightweight and easy to use whilst also being powerful 
and incredibly robust. Ideal for use on large carpets or hard floors. 

The V-9 has been certified to have a 99.9984%* HEPA filtration 
rate, which is 8x higher than HEPA13 healthcare standards. The 
V-9’s unique 5 castor design offers better stability and mobility
than it’s rivals, ensuring it won’t topple over. The Victor V-9’s 
powerful 600w motor delivers a full diameter intake, with no loss 
of suction, even when the bag is full.

The V9 HEPA filter cartridge captures and traps fine particles, 
such as pollen, dust mites and pathogens, including bacteria, 
reducing the risk of recirculation back into the environment.

 *HEPA delivers certified HEPA13 standards typically demanded
in Healthcare environments of filtration down to 0.3 microns at
99.9984% efficiency (i.e. fewer than 300 particles per million).

ü Powerful & no loss of suction
High quality 600W motor and fixed HEPA filter ensures motor
won’t get blocked by the bag even when full.

ü Compact, lightweight design
Weighing in at 6kg, this 9l tub vacuum is super light in weight.

ü Simple, but built to last
Designed to sustain years of demanding use.

ü Easy to Use
Simple to use single switch and intuitive design.

ü Made in the UK
Made in our Birmingham factory.

Technical Specifications

Code

V-9

Price

£142.50

Description

9l HEPA Dry Tub Vacuum Cleaner

Key features
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V-9 HEPA TUB VACUUM CLEANER
600W 9l Commercial Tub Vacuum

High Suction Powerhead
The powerful 600W Ametek 
motor delivers high suction and 
long life performance.

Advanced HEPA Filtration
Our HEPA filter delivers 99.9984% 
efficiency - which is 8 times 
better than HEPA13 healthcare 
standards.

Quick Wind Cable
Vacuum top is designed to store 
the cable. Simply remove the 
hose and spin the V-9 on it’s 5 
castors to easily wrap the cable.

Quick Change Cable
Our ‘plug & play’ cable ensures easy 
storage and simple replacement. 
Cable restrainer ensures cable 
won’t pull out during use

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 71)

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

SUPER
LIGHTWEIGHT

KG

99.9984%
HEPA
FILTRATION

Code Name Price
C4900 Quick change cable £26.00

C1842 HEPA Filter Kit £27.00

SBI6506 Combo Floor Tool £11.45

C1704 32mm Crevice Tool £5.89

C1705 32mm round dusting brush £5.89

C1706 32mm Carpet/Upholstery Brush £5.89

AYH2053 2mtr Vacuum Hose £25.36

C1700 500mm Stainless Steel Downtube £9.89

SBI5520P 9l Paper Filter Dust Bag pk10 £12.50

V-9
Voltage (V) 230
Capacity (l) 9
Working Width (mm) 270
Motor Power (W) 600
Noise Level (dB) 60
Productivity (m2/hr) 250
Airflow (l/hr) 58
Vacuumation (Mbar) 200
Accessory Diameter (mm) 32
Cable Length (m) 12.5
Weight (kg) 6
Dimensions (mm) 510x410x490

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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HANDLE
Moulded to fit down tube for easy transportation. 

HIGH QUALITY MOTOR
High quality, powerful Ametek 600W Motor.
Delivers high power suction, and lasting performance.

UNIQUE RIGID FILTER
The fixed HEPA filter prevents the motor from becoming 
blocked as the bag fills up. This ensures a high performance 
vacuum at all times - with no loss of suction.

COST EFFECTIVE PAPER BAGS
The Victor V9 filters 99.9984% of dust and air particles, 
so there is no need for expensive HEPA bags. Our fixed 
filter combined with double walled paper bags are cost 
effective and don’t let dust and other particles escape.

IMPACT RESISTANT TUB
High capacity 9l tub made from high impact resistant, 
tough ABS plastic won’t crack or shatter - even with 
continuous use.

5 CASTOR DESIGN
Our 5 castor design, offers much more stability than 4 
wheel versions. This ensures the vacuum will stay upright, 
even when pulled around corners.
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THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAILS

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

QUICK WRAP CABLE
Simply remove the hose and spin the V-9 on it’s 5 
castors to quickly wrap the cable for neat storage in 
the specifically moulded lid. 

Cable restrainer on handle ensures the quick change 
cable won’t unplug itself during use - even if pulled 
by the cable.

CABLE CLIP
Cable clips neatly into the handle for easy storage.



The Victor V-14 a compact, powerful, economical dry tub vacuum 
cleaner.

The new handle design and on-board cable and accessories 
holding system, ensures maximum ease of use.

The V-14 features a large 14l capacity and powerful 1000W motor.

The easy to remove and clean air filters ensure that dust particles 
remain trapped inside whilst cleaning.

ü Compact, lightweight design
Weighing in at 6kg, this 14l tub vacuum is super lightweight.

ü Simple, but built to last
Designed to sustain years of demanding use.

ü Easy to Use
Simple to use single switch and intuitive design.

Technical Specifications

Code

V-14

Price

£255

Description

14l Tub Vacuum Cleaner

Key features
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V-14 TUB VACUUM CLEANER
1000W 14l Commercial Tub Vacuum

Easy Storage
On-board storage system for 
cable and accessories

Polyester Filter 
Textile Polyester filter ensure dust 
particles remain trapped inside 
the machine.

Economical Paper Bags
Environmentally friendly, double 
walled paper bag offer a low cost 
alternative to PPL based bags.

Exhaust air filter
Prevents dust particles escaping 
and recirculating into the air.

Consumables

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

Code Name Price
010648 Flexible Hose 2.5 m £66.00

2511500 Suction Tube 0.5 m £13.70

2511524 Floor Tool £37.00

2511520 Crevice Tool £6.00

2511540 Round Brush £10.00

2511530 Upholstery Brush £5.80

6610000 Textile Filter £28.00

6650030 Paper Filter Dust Bag pk10 £44.65

V-14

Voltage (V) 220 / 240

Capacity (l) 14

Vacuumation (Mbar) 210

Motor Power (W) 1000

Noise Level (dB) 60

Airflow (l/s) 50

Weight (kg) 6

Cable Length (m) 10

Dimensions (mm) 130 x 350 x 450

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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Tough, high performance upright vacuum cleaner for professional 
applications, featuring individual brush and suction motors for 
superb cleaning performance and reliability. 

With fast, dust-free bag change, a range of tools and wand 
hose stored conveniently on the machine and a cleaning width 
of 350mm the UCS cleans quickly and thoroughly with the 
minimum of effort.

ü Electronic brush control
Ensures total protection against overloads.

ü Separate motors for brush and suction
Maximises machine lifetime and productivity.

ü Poly-V belt transmission
Ensures effective power transmission, maximising performance.

ü 4-position brush adjustment
Ensures best results depending on floor type.

ü Brush bristles can be easily replaced
Reducing cost and need for an engineer.

ü Easy-to-read LED system
Ensures that the brush settings are always correct.

ü Simple, but built to last
Designed to sustain years of demanding use.

ü Made in the UK
Made in our Birmingham factory.

Technical Specifications

Key features

Super Low profiles
The Victor UCS has the ability to 
go completely flat, making it ideal 
for cleaning under beds and other 
low level furniture.

On-board Tool Storage
The UCS has easy access, on-
board storage for cleaning tools.

Simple Control Panel
A clear and simple LED panel 
indicates any issues with the 
brush head.

Powerful Rotating Brush
4 bush settings, efficiently 
removes dust right at the base 
fibres of carpet and rugs.

UCS VACUUM CLEANER
Commercial Upright Vacuum

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 72)

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

Code

VR-UCS

Price

£365

Description

UCS Upright Vacuum Cleaner

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

VR-UCS
Voltage (V) 230

Brush Motor Power rating (W) 200

Vacuum Motor Power rating (W) 750

Capacity (l) 4

Cable Length (m) 12.5

Sound pressure level (dB(A)) 73

Working Width (cm) 350

Air flow (l/s) 25

Vacuumation (Mbar) 185

Weight (kg) 9.5kg 

Dimensions (mm) 1230x376x265

Code Name Price
SB15666 UCS Vacuum Bags 10pc £10.74
SBI6268 Dusting Brush £12.50
SBI7173 Upholstery Tool £12.50
SBI7172 Plastic Extension Tube £24.00
SBI6297 Crevice Nozzle £12.50

TWIN
MOTOR
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The Victor Back Pack Vacuum is ideal for environments that 
require cleaning on multiple levels. The harness provides the 
operative maximum manoeuvrability whilst cleaning, particularly 
helpful in tight areas such as coaches and theatres.

The Back Pack Vacuum features HEPA filtration that allows the 
machine to make a positive impact on indoor air quality.

Full tool kit supplied including round dusting brush, crevice 
nozzle, floor tool and upholstery tool.

Ideal for higher level vacuuming.

ü Compact, lightweight design
Weighing in at 5.5kg, this 4l back pack vacuum is super light.
 
ü Simple, but built to last
Designed to sustain years of demanding use.
 
ü Easy to Use
Simple to use single switch and intuitive design.
 
ü Made in the UK
Made in our Birmingham factory.

Technical Specifications

Key features

High Comfort Harness
Suitable for prolonged periods 
of use, the Victor BPV features 
a high quality harness with tool 
storage holster.

Super Lightweight
At just 5.5kg the Victor BPV is 
super lightweight and won’t 
cause strain to the operative.

Extendable Wand Tool
Extra long reach extendable wand 
allows the user to reach hard to 
reach areas.

Accessories Includes Floor Tool 
The BPV can be used with a detail 
brush, crevice nozzle or floor tool.

BACK PACK VACUUM
Commercial Vacuum Cleaner

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 72)

Code

VG1102

Price

£325

Description

4l Back Pack Vacuum Cleaner

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

Code Name Price
SB15666 BPV Vacuum Bags 10pc £10.74

SBI6268 Dusting Brush £12.50

SBI7173 Upholstery Tool £12.50

SBI7172 Plastic Extension Tube £24.00

SBI6297 Crevice Nozzle £12.50

VG-1102

Voltage (V) 230

Capacity (l) 4

Working Width (mm) 400

Motor Power (W) 750

Noise Level (dB) 65

Vacuumation (Mbar) 160

Airflow (l/s) 25

Cable Length (m) 12.5

Weight (kg) 5.5kg

Dimensions (mm) 650x240x365mm

SUPER
LIGHTWEIGHT

KG

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771



Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771



The WD30 is a high performance wet and dry vacuum cleaner 
with a 22 Litre capacity.

This powerful, high suction vacuum, combined with wide floor 
nozzle always ensures superior performance and outstanding 
results.

Ideal for use in normal wet cleaning and stripping applications.

ü Use as a wet or dry vacuum cleaner
Simply remove the dry vacuum filter and use as a wet vacuum

ü Simple, but built to last
Designed to sustain years of demanding use.

ü Easy to Use
Simple to use single switch and intuitive design.

Technical Specifications

Key features
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WD30
22l Wet & Dry Vacuum Cleaner

Multi Purpose
For wet vacuum of hard floors or 
dry vacuum of hard floors, carpets 
and upholstery.

Powerful suction and low noise
The 1250W motor ensures a 
high powered pickup whilst only 
emitting 60 decibels.

Commercial Design
Robust wheels ensure maximum 
stability and manoeuvrability, 
whilst the stainless steel body 
ensures long life.

Unique Float Design
Effective for pick-up when high 
foaming chemicals have been 
used, due to unique float design.

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 72)

Robust stainless steel housing ensures long life
Full accessory kit
For wet and dry pick up
Low noise
Powerful suction for maximum efficiency 
Anti-static chain prevents static shocks
Ametek high quality vacuum motor for maximum reliability 

Benefits

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

V-WD30

Voltage (V) 230

Max Power Rating (W) 1250

Rated Power (W) 1100

Container Capacity (l) 22

Sound Level (dB) 60

Vacuum (Mbar) 235

Power Cable (m) 10

Airflow Rating (L/sec) 71

Useful Dust Bag Capacity (l) 7

Weight (kg) 10.9

Dimensions (mm) 410x410x760

Code

V-WD30

Price

£295

Description

22l Wet & Dry Vacuum Cleaner

Code Name Price
SBI7181 Steel ‘S’ tube (2 pieces) £19.23

SBI7185 40mm Squeegee Tool £30.94

SBI7182 40mm Floor Brush £22.71

SBI7184 40mm Round Dusting Brush £6.45

SBI7183 40mm Crevice Tool £4.73

FSG6010510 Hose Assembly £37.20

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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The WD60 is a high performance wet and dry vacuum cleaner 
with a 55 Litre capacity.

This powerful, dual motor, high suction vacuum, combined with 
wide floor nozzle always ensures superior performance and 
outstanding results.

Ideal for use in wet cleaning and stripping applications that 
require more power.

ü Use as a wet or dry vacuum cleaner
Simply remove the dry vacuum filter and use as a wet vacuum

ü Simple, but built to last
Designed to sustain years of demanding use.

ü Easy to Use
Simple to use double switch and intuitive design.

Technical Specifications

Key features

Multi Purpose
For wet vacuum of hard floors or 
dry vacuum of hard floors, carpets 
and upholstery.

Powerful Twin Motors
The powerful twin motors 
can be used separately or 
simultaneously, allowing the 
operator to control suction.

Dump Hose
Dump hose for easy emptying 
once the tank is full.

Optional Fixed Nozzle Tool 
The push handle and fixed nozzle 
allow users to pick up large 
volumes of water effectively.

WD60
55l Wet & Dry Vacuum Cleaner

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 72)

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

Commercial Stainless Steel housing
Full accessory kit
Wet and dry pick up
Twin motors for unrivalled performance
Anti-static chain prevents static shocks
Quick & simple cleaning and maintenance
Ametek high quality vacuum motor

Benefits

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

TWIN
MOTOR

Code Name Price
SBI7181 Steel ‘S’ tube (2 pieces) £19.23

SBI7185 40mm Squeegee Tool £30.94

SBI7182 40mm Floor Brush £22.71

SBI7184 40mm Round Dusting Brush £6.45

SBI7183 40mm Crevice Tool £4.73

FSG6010510 Hose Assembly £37.20

SBI7151 32mm Dump Hose £29.50
AYN1004 Fixed Nozzle Assembly £178.00

V-WD60

Voltage (V) 230
Max Power Rating (W) 1300
Rated Power (W) 1900
Container Capacity (l) 55
Sound Level (dB) 65
Vacuum (Mbar) 260
Power Cable (m) 10
Airflow Rating (l/sec) 100
Useful Dust Bag Capacity (l) 19
Weight (kg) 20
Dimensions (mm) 610x520x920

Code

V-WD60

Price

£595

Description

55l Wet & Dry Vacuum Cleaner



The CX7 spray extraction cleaner has been designed for 
vacuuming, washing and drying all types of carpets and textiles.

Suitable for a range of cleaning activities including furniture, 
upholstery and spot cleaning of carpets.

Extensive cleaning range due to 10 metre cable + 2.5m hose.

Easy to use with a removable tank and fluid connectors enables 
quick filling of solution

Robust wheels ensure maximum balance of stability and 
manoeuvrability

Easily portable due to central carry handle and lightweight (only 
10KG)

ü Powerful 1250W Motor
Ideal for high performance and consistent results

ü Simple, but built to last
Designed to sustain years of demanding use.

ü Easy to Use
Simple to use single switch and intuitive design.

Suitable for all textiles and carpets
Robust steel housing ensures long life
Extensive 10m cleaning range

Technical Specifications

Benefits

Key features
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CX7 SPRAY EXTRACTOR
Carpet and upholstery cleaner

Ideal for large Carpeted areas
Extensive 10m reach and ideal for 
spot cleaning on carpet.

High Capacity
7l detergent and 11l recovery 
capacity, durable stainless-steel 
body

Versatile
Can be used for washing and 
drying all types of carpets and 
textiles as well as a dry vacuum 
cleaner.

Lightweight & Portable
Easily portable due to central 
carry handle and lightweight at 
10KG

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 73)

Code

V-H2102

Price

£650

Description

CX7 Spray extraction cleaner

Technical Specifications

Code Name Price
FSC6010632 Flexible Hose 2.5m £111.60

FSC2511485 Integrated Suction Tube 0.5m £18.20

FSC6010692 Spray-ex Floor Tool 36mm £34.60

FSC6010695 Hand Spray-ex Tool 36mm £31.20

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

V-H2102
Voltage (V) 230

Max Power Rating (W) 1250

Airflow Rating (l/sec) 71

Capacity (l) 22

Dirty  Water Capacity (l) 11

Sound Level (dB) 60

Solution Tank Capacity (l) 7

Vacuum (Mbar) 235

Power Cable (m) 10

Rated Power (W) 1100

Pressure (bar) 4

Weight (kg) 10

Dimensions (mm) 590 x 390 x 490

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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The Victor SL8000 Steam Cleaner and HEPA Vacuum offers 
superb portable steam cleaning with vacuumation for complete 
dirt and water removal leaving surfaces clean, dry and sanitised.

Equipped with a HEPA filter, the SL8000 eliminates pollen, pet 
hair, dust mites and tobacco smoke.

The integrated vacuum provides an additional cleaning capability 
and surfaces can be left dry and dirt free. Steam helps remove 
dirt and grease from surfaces without the use of cleaning agents

Steam is released at 145°C degrees which provides a sanitising 
effect on the surface it cleans.

Features 3 suction power settings, allowing the operator to select 
noise and power level.

Ideal solution for cleaning of a wide variety of areas including 
washrooms, kitchens, carpets and upholstery

ü Simple, but built to last
Designed to sustain years of demanding use.

ü Easy to Use
Simple to use single switch and intuitive design.

Technical Specifications

Benefits

Key features

Integrated Vacuum
Provides an additional cleaning 
capability and surfaces can be left 
dry and dirt free.

HEPA Filter
Eliminates pollen, pet hair, dust 
mites and tobacco smoke from 
everyday use.

Multi-Functional
Can be used as a commercial 
grade Wet & Dry Vacuum and 
Steam Cleaner.

Continuous High Performance
Can be used for an almost unlimited 
time due to the continuous fill 
feature, without having to de-
pressurise the boiler.

SL8000
Vacuumated Steam Cleaner

Consumables (for a full spares list, see page 73)

Code

V-H9810

Price

£855.00

Description

SL8000 Vacuumated Steam Cleaner

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

HEPA Vacuum & Steam Cleaner
Helps reduces spread of viral infection
Removes dirt and grease
Allows user to select appropriate suction power from 3 settings
145°C steam for sanitising surfaces and effective dirt & grease removal
Almost unlimited runtime due to continuous fill feature

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

Code Name Price
FSC271308 HEPA Filter £25.00
FSC73069 Window Wiper 130mm £25.00
FSC73070 Window Wiper 200mm £30.00
FSC73071 Window Wiper 300mm £35.00
FSC73076 Multi-purpose Textile Tool £30.00
FSC73078 Nozzle c/w Small Nylon Brush £26.00
FSC73079 Small Nylon Brush £21.00
FSC73080 Small Stainless Steel Brush £19.00
FSC73081 Small Brass Brush £21.00
FSC73082 Soft Brush For Textile Tool £24.00

FSC73090 Full Brush Kit £45.00

FSC12233 Filler Bottle £19.00

V-H9810

Voltage (V) 230

Motor Power (W) 1100

Vacuum (Mbar) 235

Boiler Power (W) 1500

Steam Pressure (bar) 58

Boiler Capacity (l) 1.8

Dirt Recovery Tank (l) 2.5

Cable Length (m) 12.5

Water Refilling Tank (l) 1.5
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CLEANING INNOVATION 
Bespoke products for modern cleaning challenges

49

Mist Pro 360

We look at the same problems but think differently. We don’t pretend to know the answers, but we do have 
over 75 years experience in how to find them.

The Victor approach to developing products is unique – we aim to bring fresh perspectives to problems and 
identify new solutions.

We start with ideas that come about through a systematic and professional process involving close 
observation, insightful listening and thorough analysis of how tasks are carried out and the objectives and 
outcomes required.

Our latest innovations include:

The RiserShine was created as an effective alternative to expensive, complex, powered escalator cleaning 
machines. 

The Grab ‘n’ Clean was developed to help our customers reduce their waste and improve hygiene on paper 
wiping by producing a handy unit which dispenses sheet by sheet.

Leaks in public spaces can create numerous health and safety risks for both visitors and staff. These risks not 
only include slips, trips and falls for the public, but also put businesses and organisations at risk of liability 
claims. We created SlipStop®, a high visibility, wide funnel leak collector to eliminate slips within public areas.

After studying various fogging, sanitising and disinfection machines on the market, we wanted to create an 
affordable solution, with a high capacity and small micron size that ensures complete, effective coverage. The 
Mist Pro 360 allows users to sanitise large areas, multiple touchpoints and the air quickly and effectively.

Our R&D team want to fix 
your cleaning challenge
Have you got a specific cleaning challenge that you cannot find a 
viable solution for? Our in-house research & development department 
is on hand to help develop products that solve your problem for you.

RiserShine Grab & Clean SlipStop
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This highly effective, easy to use misting system is ideal for disinfecting 
public spaces, schools, workplaces, hospitality and retail.

The Victor Mist Pro 360 System creates a fine, fast drying mist which 
can be used to apply a chemical solution and kill a wide range of 
pathogenic viruses fast.

Mist can be applied to a targeted area from up to 3+ metres (plus an 
operator range of 9.5m), reaching into corners and difficult areas that 
would not be sanitised by conventional cleaning.

It offers a quick, effective process for treating surfaces, touch points 
and the air with minimal disruption to the organisation.

ü Compact, lightweight design
No need for operative to carry tank, just the lance.

ü Simple, but built to last
Designed to sustain years of demanding use.

ü Easy to Use
Simple to use single switch and intuitive design.

Quickly apply disinfectant to large areas
Robust grade stainless steel housing for longevity
 Choice of short or long-range nozzle
Simple to use with ready to use solution
Large 7l fluid tank for up to an hour of continuous use

Benefits

MIST PRO 360
Complete Sanitising System

Key features

360 Degree Coverage
The unique design of the Mist Pro 
360’s nozzle creates a fine mist 
which wraps around surfaces. This 
ensures that all areas are covered 
with sanitising solution.

Commercial Capacity
7l tank ensure long runtime. 
Ready to use Sanitising Solution 
is easy to use and quick fill.

Total Coverage
Quickly apply disinfectant to large 
areas and touchpoints. Fine mist 
sprays evenly offering complete 
peace of mind that all areas are 
covered.

Fine Micron Size
The Mist Pro 360 creates a fine 
mist between 15-30 microns 
which ensures total coverage and 
quick drying action.

Code

V-MP30

V-SMS5

Price

£599

£18

Description

Mist Pro 360

Victor Sanitiser Mist Solution 

Creates an antimicrobial layer
Leaves behind a mono-molecular 
layer that sticks to the surface 
forming an antimicrobial layer of 
positively charged microscopic 
'pins'.

Simple to use
Switch motor and pump on at 
simple to use switchboard.

Built to Last
A robust stainless steel body with 
durable commercial plastic casing 
ensure the Mist Pro 360 will stand 
the test of time.

99.999% Effective
Formulated to provide a broad 
spectrum activity against gram-
negative and gram-positive 
bacteria, yeasts, fungi and 
enveloped viruses.

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

COVERAGE

EXTRA
FINE MIST

TANK

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

Technical SpecificationsConsumables (for a full spares list, see page 73)

Code Name Price
FSG6010632 Flexible hose 2.5m Complete Assembly £111.60

FSG2511485 Integrated suction tube 0.5m £18.20

V-SMS5 Victor Sanitiser Mist Solution £18.00

B3-ISSB Mist Pro 360 Nozzle £54.00

V-MP360

Voltage (V) 230

Tank Capacity (l) 7

Flow (ml per min) 140

Coverage (m2 Per Min) 12

Spray distance (m) 3+

Droplet Size (Microns) 15-30

Run Time Capacity 50 Min (per 7l)

Hose Length (m) 2.5

Cable Length (m) 7

Weight (kg) 11

Dimensions (L x W x H) 380 x 485 x 500

Victor Sanitiser Mist Solution (V-SMS5) 
A ready to use sanitising solution, formulated to provide a broad spectrum 
activity against gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria, yeasts, fungi and 
enveloped viruses with effective cleaning properties. 

How Does It Work? 
 When used with Victor Sanitising Mist Solution, the Mist Pro 360 leaves behind 
a mono-molecular layer that sticks to the surface forming an antimicrobial 
layer of positively charged microscopic pins. The positively charged 
microscopic pins attract and pierce negatively charged pathogens. The pins 
rupture the cell walls. This causes the pathogen to break up with lethal effect.

Meets the requirements of: EN1276, EN1650, EN13697 and EN14476.

Certified 99.999% Effective

RECOMMENDED FOR USE WITH:

Superior surface disinfection, making high 
footfall areas and public spaces safe in minutes
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RISERSHINE
Escalator Cleaning Tool

The RiserShine is a breakthrough in escalator cleaning tasks. This 
simple to use, ergonomic tool helps to clean and maintain escalator 
risers quickly, effectively and at a reduced cost compared to powered 
alternatives.

Ensuring escalators are clean not only prolongs their life and reduces 
maintenance bills, but also projects a positive image for your facility. 

The RiserShine is easy to use for responsive cleaning tasks, such as 
spills - reducing slips and escalator downtime.

No electrical power is required to get spotless escalators, and only a 
single operative is needed.

Made with strong but lightweight aluminium and composite 
materials – significantly reducing user fatigue.

For best results we highly recommend Foaming Cleaner – Tanex 
Performa Concentrate

Code

41-537

41-522

41-524

41-539

Price

£195.00

£195.00

£195.00

£195.00

Description

RiserShine Starter Kit Blue (Otis)

RiserShine Starter Kit Black (Kone)

RiserShine Starter Kit Red (Schindler)

RiserShine Starter Kit Grey (Thyssenkrupp) 

Before After

Key Benefits

Reduce Cost
Much lower purchase cost than specialist 
machinery. QuadStretch Woven Cloth lasts 
over 1,000 washes reducing consumable cost. 
Much faster than using a machine or ‘hand 
and scourer’. Only a single operative required 
which maximises productivity.

Ease of Use
Simple to use – no need for extensive training. 
Does not require electrical power. Match pad 
profile to riser brand to ensure efficient clean. 
Easy to store and transport.

Reduce Risk
Made with strong but lightweight aluminium 
and composite materials - minimises strain 
injury in use. Foaming cleaner is applied 
to cloth - keeps cleaning fluid away from 
escalator mechanism. Enables quick response 
to spills.

RiserShine Starter Kit Includes:

ü 2 cassettes

ü Aluminium head 

ü Composite Handle

ü Quadstretch cloths (10pk)

ü Foaming Concentrate Cleaner

ü Safety Hanging Signs

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771



Code Description Price

41-524 Replacement Cassette - Red
For Schindler escalators. £100

41-532 Replacement Cassette - Grey
For Thyssenkrupp escalators £100

41-511
Specialist cloth designed to 
stretch and conform to the 
escalator profile - 10 pack £50

Code Description Price

41-535 Replacement Cassette - Black
For Kone escalators. £100

41-533 Replacement Cassette - Blue
For Otis escalators. £100

41-555 Safety Sign - Printed closed for 
cleaning sign. £12.00
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Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

1. Easy to remove 
cloth allows user to 
quickly change if 
required

2. QuadStretch 
Woven Cloth, 
especially designed 
to conform with 
riser profiles for 
optimum cleaning 
performance

3. Pad snaps 
together easily 
to ensure perfect 
match for all types of 
riser profiles.

4. Stiff bristles to 
remove the toughest 
build up and reach 
the intricate tread 
corners.

5. Rubber strip 
prevents aluminium 
head from damaging 
the treads.

5. Reinforced handle 
does not bend 
or damage, and 
ensures pressure is 
transferred to riser 
surface.

Key features

Consumables

6

543

2
1

Colour coded 
tool heads to 
fit different 

escalator 
brand

profiles
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GRAB ‘N’ CLEAN
Portable, refillable, sheet-by-sheet dispensing system 

Code Description Price

06-139 Grab ’n’ Clean Portable Roll 
Holder £17.35

21-108
Grab ’n’ Clean 1ply Blue 675 
Sheet Roll £17.35

48-508 Grab ’n’ Clean Wall Bracket £25

Pricing

Key features

Easily Removed From Wall Mount
Simply Grab ‘n’ Clean - the unit 
can be quickly and easily removed 
from the wall unit. 

Dispenses Sheet-by-sheet
Reduce blue roll usage by only 
using what you need. The Grab ‘n’ 
Clean dispenses sheet by sheet 
which reduces waste. 

Smart & Contemporary Design
The simple yet elegant design for 
the Grab ‘n’ Clean will seamlessly 
fit into any venue, but is 
prominent enough to be spotted 
when needed. 

No Key Refill
Save time and reduce damage. 
The unit has a clip on lid, which 
makes replacing the roll quick and 
easy. Ideal for busy environments.

Uncontrolled dispensing leads to high usage and spend. The 
Grab ‘n’ Clean controls and reduces the usage of wiper rolls due 
to sheet-by-sheet dispensing.

Blue roll is coreless which maximises the number of sheets 
within the portable dispenser

Handy portable dispenser prevents the issue of loose rolls 
getting contaminated and wasted as the roll is protected within 
the unit

Smart and clean looking carry dispenser gives an enhanced 
impression

Wall bracket system allows the portable dispenser to replace 
traditional centrefeed dispensers, with the added benefit of 
sheet-by-sheet dispensing

ü Single sheet dispensing  reduces paper usage by 20%

ü Infection control with closed-system dispenser

ü Convenient, portable design increases efficiency

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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Available In

Key features

Super Absorbent Collect Liner
Each Liner contains an absorbent 
pad with capacity of 2.5l. When 
water reaches the liner, it becomes 
absorbed, removing the hazard.

Easy store
Both SlipStop® designs are easy 
to store. 65 packs flat, but takes 
seconds to assemble. SlipStop® 
Cone is stackable - making both 
designs easy to store when not in 
use.

Superior Collection
Wide funnel design efficiently 
collects leaks without water 
escaping.

High Visibility
Contemporary design and high 
visibility helps improve visitor 
safety and maximises your 
professional image.

SLIPSTOP® LEAK COLLECTOR
Hazard sign and leak collection unit in one

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

Leaks in public spaces can create numerous health and safety risks 
for both visitors and staff. These risks not only include slips, trips 
and falls for the public, it also puts businesses and organisations at 
risk of liability claims.

The SlipStop® range is a wide funnel leak collector, designed to 
minimise slip hazards, by collecting water from leaks efficiently, 
whilst acting as a high visibility wet floor sign.

The leaking water is funnelled into the SlipStop® collection bucket, 
which contains the SlipStop® Absorb Liner, absorbing the water 
and removing the hazard.

SlipStop not only manages risks more effectively, but provides a 
much tidier and more professional appearance.

ü Safely collects leaks to prevent slips

ü High visibility design prevents trips

SlipStop® 65
SlipStop 65 can be flat packed for 
convenient storage.

SlipStop® Cone
The SlipStop Cone can also be 
stacked for efficient storage.

Pricing

Code Description Price

46-038
Includes SlipStop cone, collect 
bucket and 20 liners. £135

46-023

Includes collapsible SlipStop 
65, funnel, collect bucket and 
20 liners. £70

Code Description Price

35-182
Supplied on roll of 20 
liners, each with integral 
absorbent pad.

£14

43-330 18l SlipStop® in durable 
Yellow, high impact plastic £12



JANITORIAL TROLLEYS

JANCART

Modular & Fully Bespoke
Either choose from our selection of most popular 
configurations, or speak to a member of our team 

to help create a completely bespoke solution. 

Recycled Materials
Over 90% of the plastic used in the Victor JanCart 

trolley range comes from recycled material.

Robust Engineering
The aluminium structure combined with double 
layer panelling guarantees rigidity and stability.

Lockable Access
Locks can be added to any opening component, 

ensuring the contents will be protected, even when 
unattended.

Heavy Duty Wheels
With a choice of wheel types to suit any terrain, you 
can be sure your JanCart will be smooth and easy 

to manoeuvre on any type of floor. 
Tested with weights up to 300 kg.

Transparent Holder
Fitted to the lids, transparent holders are ideal for 

cleaning protocols or tablets.

Pedal Lid Opening 
Foot pedals can be added to lids for speedy, 

hygienic, hands free access to waste and laundry 
bins.

Colour Coding
Colour coding can be added to mop handles, draws 

and bins to ensure cleaning protocols are being 
met every step of the way.

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAILS

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

The Victor trolley range has been developed with the end user in 
mind. Our modular design ensures almost infinite combinations 
which allows a completely bespoke trolley that can manage any 

commercial cleaning environment.
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CLEANING TROLLEYS

Standard Configuration Elements

Code

OPO400EN

Price

£299

Description

JanCart 0.4

JANCART 0.4 JANCART 0.6-2
Code: OP0400EN

Our simple mop & bin design is the ideal solution for users who 
predominantly need to perform mopping and waste or laundry 
collection. The colour coded, double mop bucket ensure maximum 
hygiene. 

WEIGHT: 20 kg
DIMENSIONS: 920x710xh1030 mm

CLEANING TROLLEYS

Standard Configuration Elements

Code

OPO600EN

Price

£379

Description

JanCart 0.6-2

Code: OP0600EN

With the addition of collection buckets, storage trays, the simple 
configuration allows the user to perform a variety of tasks. The colour 
coded elements ensure cleaning protocols can be met at all times.

WEIGHT: 21 kg
DIMENSIONS: 1270x710xh1220 mm 

Code Name QTY
OPK0002N Base kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPABA80N Dovetail cover for base 4

MO201RU3 10x47 mm metal wheels ø100mm 4

OPK05020 Support kit in anodized aluminium 810 mm 4

OPK0524N Half top kit in complete with caps and plates 1

OPA0066S Bag lock 120l (1 pc) - grey 2

OPK00120 Bag anchoring kit 6pcs 1

OPK0511N Push handle kit in anodized aluminium 1

OPK05270 Wringer support in painted metal ø20mm 1

S0100201NR Mop wringer - black 1

S0201502N 15l bucket with red handle 1

S0201503N 15l bucket with blue handle 1

OPA0099NX Double hook ABS danger sign holder 1

OPA0082NX Handle holder with non-slip rubber roller 1

Code Name QTY
OPK0002N Base kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPABA80N Dovetail cover for base 2

MO201RU3 10x47 mm metal wheels ø100mm 4

OPK0516N Basic kit bag holder complete with plug and caps 1

OPK05020 Support kit in anodized aluminium 810 mm 4

OPK0506N Double Top Kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPA0066S Bag lock 120l (1 pc) 2

OPK00120 Bag anchoring kit 6pcs 1

OPK0511N Push handle kit in anodised aluminium 2

OPK0007N Shelf 32x50 cm 1

OPK0013NR 7l bucket with red handle 1

OPK0013NB 7l bucket with blue handle 1

OPA0076N Drawer 10l 45x29xh8.5 cm 1 1

OPA0070S Drawer holder support in ABS 8

OPK05270 Wringer support in painted metal ø20mm 1 1

S0100201NR Mop wringer - black 1

S0201502N 15l bucket with red handle 1

S0201503N 15l bucket with blue handle 1

OPA0099NX Double hook ABS danger sign holder - black 1

OPA0082NX Handle holder in ABS with non-slip rubber roller 1

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

CLEANING TROLLEYS

JANCART 4.1 JANCART 0.5

CLEANING TROLLEYS

Code: OP4100EN

The JanCart 4.1 features double lockable doors, collection bin and 
transparent document / tablet holder.

WEIGHT: 31 kg
DIMENSIONS: 1475x620xh1070 mm

Code: OP0500EN

The JanCart 0.5 features and single lockable door, collection bin, 
transparent document / tablet holder and a colour coded, double 
mopping system.

WEIGHT: 32 kg
DIMENSIONS: 1270x710xh1030 mm

Code

OP4100EN

Price

£675

Description

JanCart 4.1

Code

OP0500EN

Price

£549

Description

JanCart 0.5

Standard Configuration Elements

Code Name QTY

OPK0003N Base kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPABA80N Dovetail cover for base 2

OPADX80N Dovetail cover for side panel - right and left 6

OPA00740 Silent Wheel ø125mm in plastic 4

OPA00320 Bumper ø155mm for wheel ø125 mm 4

OPK0516N Basic kit bag holder complete with plug and caps 1

OPKC515SN
Bag support 120l complete with lateral support and 
bag locking rings

1

OPK05020 Support kit in anodised aluminium 810 mm 6

OPK0004N Lateral infill panel with dovetails 4

OPK0005NX Central drawer guide panel - black 2

OPKSX03NX Rear closing panel in ABS - black 2

OPKDX22NX Right ABS key lock door - black 1

OPKSX22NX Left ABS key lock door - black 1

OPK0506N Double Top Kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPK0511N
Push handle kit in anodised aluminium complete 
with supports

1

OPK0010N Cushioned cover in black PP 2

OPK0021NX
Cushioned cover with transparent document or 
tablet holder - black

1

OPK0007N Shelf 32x50 cm 2

OPA0099NX Double hook ABS danger sign holder - black 1

OPA0082NX Handle holder with non-slip rubber roller - black 1

Code Name QTY

OPK0002N Base kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPABA80N Dovetail cover for base 2

OPADX80N Dovetail cover for side panel - right and left 8

MO201RU3 10x47 mm metal wheels ø100mm 4

OPK0516N Basic kit bag holder complete with plug and caps 1

OPK05020 Support kit in anodised aluminium 810 mm 4

OPKSX03NX Rear closing panel in ABS - black 1

OPK0004N Lateral infill panel with dovetails 4

OPKSX22NX Left ABS key lock door - black 1

OPK0506N Double Top Kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPA0066S Bag lock 120l (1 pc) 2

OPK00120 Bag anchoring kit 6pcs 1 1

OPK0511N Push handle kit complete with supports 2

OPK0010N Cushioned cover in black PP 1

OPK0021NX Transparent document or tablet holder 1

OPK0007N Shelf 32x50 cm 1

OPK0013NR 7l bucket with red handle 1

OPK0013NB 7l bucket with blue handle 1

OPK0013NY 7l bucket with yellow handle 1

OPK05270 Mop Wringer support in painted metal ø20mm 1

S0100201NR Mop wringer in black 1

S0201502N 15l bucket with red handle 1

S0201503N 15l bucket with blue handle 1

OPA0099NX Double hook ABS danger sign holder 1

OPA0082NX Handle holder with non-slip rubber roller - black 1

Standard Configuration Elements
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CLEANING TROLLEYS

JANCART 11.3 JANCART 11.1

CLEANING TROLLEYS

Code: OP1130EN

The JanCart 11.3 features a plasticised collection bin, 2 colour coded 
buckets and 2 larger buckets.

WEIGHT: 22 kg
DIMENSIONS: 920x620xh1190 mm

Standard Configuration Elements

Code: OP1110EN

The JanCart 11.1 features a single lockable door, transparent 
documents / tablet holder, plasticised collection bin, 2 colour coded 
buckets and 2 larger buckets.

WEIGHT: 33 kg
DIMENSIONS: 1210x620xh1070 mm

Price

£649

Description

JanCart 11.1

Code Name QTY

OPK0002N Base kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPABA80N Dovetail cover for base 4

OPADX80N
OPASX80N

Dovetail cover for side panel - right and left 4

OPA00740 Silent Wheel ø125mm in plastic 4

OPA00320 Bumper ø155mm for wheel ø125 mm in PP 4

OPK05020 Support kit in anodised aluminium 810 mm 4

OPK0524N Half Top kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPK1117S 2x70l bag support kit 1

OPK00120 Bag anchoring kit 6pcs 1

OPK0533N Central outer panel 2

OPK0511N Push handle kit complete with supports 1

OPK0010N Cushioned cover in black 1

OPASX86S Revolving tray support in painted metal - left 1

OPADX86S Revolving tray support in painted metal - right 1

S0202001RN Tray 31 x 22 x h12 cm - red handle 2

OPA0C88S Support for 22l bucket in painted metal - upper 1

OPA0089S Support for 22l bucket in painted metal - lower 1

V13500 Disinfection bucket 22l 2

OPA0099NX Double hook ABS danger sign holder - black 1

OPA0082NX Handle holder in ABS with non-slip rubber roller 1

Code Name QTY

OPK0003N Base kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPABA80N Dovetail cover for base 2

OPADX80N
OPASX80N Dovetail cover for side panels - right and left 2

OPA00740 Silent Wheel ø125mm in plastic 4

OPA00320 Ø155mm bumper for ø125mm wheel - grey 4

OPK0516N Basic kit bag holder complete with plug and caps 1

OPKC515SN Bag support 120l complete with lateral support and 
bag locking rings 1

OPK05020 Support kit in anodised aluminium 810 mm 4

OPK0004N Lateral infill panel with dovetails 4

OPKSX03NX Rear closing panel in ABS - black 1

OPKSX22NX Left ABS key lock door - black 1

OPK0524N Half Top kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPK0010N Cushioned cover in black PP 1

OPK0021NX Transparent document or tablet holder - black 1

OPK0007N Shelf in PP 32x50cm 1

OPK0013NR 7l bucket with red handle 1

OPK0013NB 7l bucket with blue handle 1

OPK0013NY 7l bucket with yellow handle 1

OPA0C88S Support for 22l bucket in painted metal 1

OPA0089S Support for 22l bucket in painted metal - lower 1

V13500 Disinfection bucket 22l 2

OPA0099NX Double hook ABS danger sign holder - black 1

OPA0082NX Handle holder with non-slip rubber roller - black 1

Standard Configuration Elements

Price

£549

Description

JanCart 11.3

Code

OP1130EN

Code

OP1110EN

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

CLEANING TROLLEYS

JANCART 11.5 JANCART FULLY BESPOKE

CLEANING TROLLEYS

Standard Configuration Elements

Code: OP1150EN

The JanCart 11.5 features double lockable doors, transparent 
document / tablet holder, 3 colour coded buckets, 2 larger buckets 
and lockable lid.

WEIGHT: 40 kg
DIMENSIONS: 1300x620xh1070 mm

If our range of standard configurations don’t fit your needs, all of 
our janitorial trolleys can be tailored to your specification, or you can 
create one from scratch using the elements on the next few pages.

Simply speak to a member of our team to help create a completely 
bespoke solution.

Code

OP1150EN

Price

£789

Description

JanCart 11.5

Code Description Price

Wheels

S020180G Silent Wheel, plastic, Ø 80mm £7.44

OPA00740F Silent Wheel, plastic, Ø 125mm 
with screw ø 10 MA with brake £34.00

OPA00740 Silent Wheel, plastic, Ø 125mm 
with screw ø 10 MA £29.75

OPA0100 Rubber wheel for outdoor Ø 
150 mm with screw ø 10 MA £44.63

MO201RU3 Wheel, metal, Ø 100 mm with 
screw ø 10 MA £10.41

OPA0090G Wheel for thick carpets Ø 125 
mm with screw ø 10 MA £21.25

Pushing Handles

OPK0511N Aluminium pushing handle 
with clips £13.13

Code Name QTY
OPK0003N Base kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPABA80N Dovetail cover in PP  for base 4

OPADX80N 
OPASX80N Dovetail escutcheon for side panel - right and left 4

OPA00740 Silent Wheel ø125mm in plastic 4

OPA00320 Bumper ø155mm for wheel ø125 mm 4

OPK05020 Support kit in anodised aluminium 810 mm 6

OPK0004N Lateral infill panel with dovetails 4

OPK0005NX Central drawer guide panel - black 2

OPKSX03NX Rear closing panel in ABS - black 2

OPKDX22NX Right ABS key lock door - black 1

OPKSX22NX Left ABS key lock door - black 1

OPK0506N Double Top Kit complete with caps and plates 1

OPK00120 Bag anchoring kit 6pcs 1

OPA0066S Bag lock 120l (1 pc) - grey 2

OPK0511N Push handle kit complete with supports 2

OPK0010N Cushioned cover in black PP 1

OPK0021NX Transparent document or tablet holder - black 1

OPK0007N Shelf 32x50cm 1

OPK0013NR 7l bucket with red handle 1

OPK0013NB 7l bucket in PP  - blue handle 1

OPK0013NY 7l bucket with yellow handle 1

OPA0076N Drawer 10l 45x29xh8.5 cm 1

OPA0C88S Support for 22l bucket in painted metal - upper 1

OPA0089S Support for 22l bucket in painted metal - lower 1

V13500 Disinfection bucket 22l 2

OPA0099NX Double hook ABS danger sign holder - black 1

OPA0082NX Handle holder with non-slip rubber roller - black 1
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BUILD YOUR OWN TROLLEY
Full list of components

Code Description Price

Bases

OPK0516N Base for waste bag without 
wheel £21.53

OPKC056N
Base for waste bag with Silent 
wheel ø 80 mm £29.04

OPK0002N Base with caps and 4 plates £65.17

OPK0003N Base with caps and 6 plates £65.17

OPK00C11N Small base with 4 plates £48.88

Panels

OPKSX25NX Single back closing panel £22.31

OPKSX03NX Double back closing panel  £41.79

OPK0005NX Central panel with sliding guides 
for drawers £24.08

OPK0004N Lateral panel with dovetail joints £22.31

Doors

OPKSX22NX Left door, full size, black with lock £44.63

OPKDX22NX Right door, full size, black with 
lock £44.63

OPKSX08NX Left door, half size with lock £23.09

OPKDX08NX Right door, half size with lock £23.09

Tops

OPK0506N Full Size / Double Top £37.54

OPK0524N Half Size / Single Top £19.83

Vertical Supports

OPK05280 Aluminium brackets 450 mm £12.04

OPK05020 Aluminium brackets 810 mm £17.85

OPK05295 Aluminium brackets 290 mm £8.22

OPK05290 Aluminium brackets 1070 mm £23.80

OPK05260 Aluminium brackets 1241 mm £28.33

Code Description Price

Hinged Lids

OPK0021NX
Lid with document holder , Black 
colour/ Transparent £24.51

OPK0010N Lid for waste bag £13.60

OPK0011N Lid for waste bag - With Key £14.88

OPA0061N Closing top £11.33

OPK1200S Kit pedal for lid opening, 
complete with aluminium bar £29.75

Shelves

OPK00690 Full shelf 50cm x 69 cm. Wood 
with metal blocking device £83.30

OPK0007N Shelf 32cm x 50cm £13.10

Drawers & Drawer accessories

OPA0076N 10l Drawer 45 x 29 x 8.5 cm £12.04

OPA0077N 20l Drawer 45 x 29 x 16 cm £14.88

OPA0078N 40l Drawer 45 x 29 x 33 cm £24.08

OPA01600
Divider 6 compartments for 
drawers 20/40l - 
43x28xh13cm 

£44.63

OPA01700
Divider 6 compartments for 
drawers 10l - 
43x28xh4cm

£48.17

OPA01900 Divider 6 compartments - 
47x28xh4cm £29.75

OPA0200
Pre-impregnation grid in PP for 
drawer 20l & 
40l, dimensions 32x 49cm

£53.55

OPA0201
Pre-impregnation lid in PP for 
drawers 20l & 
40l, dimensions 32x49cm

£52.42

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771
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Code Description Price

Trays

OPA0204 Tray Lid 50x19xh16 cm £52.42

S020200N Tray without handles 
31x22xh12cm £9.63

OPA00700N Tray 50x19xh16cm £14.88

OPCS001 Plastic box with bottle holder £24.79

OPADX86S Metal support for tray, 31x22cm 
with screw on right £19.55

OPASX86S Metal support for tray, 31x22cm 
with screw on left £19.55

Refuse Bag Holders

OPK300 Bag holder kit 40l with red, blue, 
yellow handle £31.17

OPKC515SN
Bag support 120l complete with 
lateral support and bag locking 
rings

£48.88

OPK1117S Lever to hold bag for 2x70l- grey £12.04

Laundry Bags & Pocket Holders

OPA0090N Holder for hotel trolleys with 10 
pockets - black £60.92

OPA00850 Laundry bag 260l with hinge 
- Black £99.17

OPA00850N Laundry bag 260l with hinge 
- Grey £99.17

OPA00810 Laundry bag 200l, vertical with 
hinge £65.17

OPA00880 120l laundry bag, plasticised - 
Black £65.17

OPA00901N Holder for Hotel trolleys 2x70l 
- grey £59.50

Code Description Price

Safety Sign Holder

OPA0099NX Safety sign holder £6.80

Buckets & Holders

OPA0089S Metal support for 22l bucket – 
lower position £54.54

OPA0C88S Metal support for 22l bucket – 
upper position £61.63

V13500 22l disinfection bucket £28.33

OPK0514RN Frame holder with cover lid £23.80

OPK0013NR 7l bucket – red handle £9.92

OPK0013BN 7l bucket – blue handle £9.92

OPK0013GN 7l bucket - green handle £9.92

OPK0013YN 7l bucket – yellow handle £9.92

V13501 Lid for 22l disinfection bucket £14.17

OPA0202 Pre-impregnation grid for 7l 
bucket 16x30cm £41.79

OPA0203 Pre-impregnation grid for 7l 
bucket 16x30cm £39.67

Mopping Systems

OPK0513NX
FixT handle holder in ABS with 
non-slip rubber roller for pushing 
handle - black

£9.78

OPK05270 Metal support handle for Mop 
bucket, painted, Ø20mm £26.21

S0201503N 15l bucket - grey, red handle £16.29

S0201502N 15l bucket - grey, blue handle £16.29

S0100201NR Press down wringer with press 
bar - without rubber inserts £75.08

S0100101NX
Press down wringer, POM 
wringing bars, version with 
rubber inserts

£80.75
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COMMERCIAL 
CLEANING 

GUIDES
Simple guides on how 
to get the most out of 
your Victor Cleaning 
Products.



GREEN PADS - FOR SCRUBBING
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FLOOR PAD GUIDE
What floor pad is right for your floor? 

BLACK PADS - FOR STRIPPING

BLUE PADS - FOR PERIODIC CLEANING
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Ideal for wet scrubbing tasks, the Victor green scrubbing floor pad is the perfect 
choice for deep cleaning or light stripping.

The green Victor scrubbing pad is made from polyester fibres along with synthetic 
adhesives that will not be notably affected by water or cleaners used in standard 

floor maintenance. The abrasives used in this product are synthetic. 

WHITE PADS - FOR POLISHING
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Designed for polishing clean, dry floors, the Victor white polishing floor pad is 
perfect for producing a high gloss finish to floors. 

Use dry or with a fine water mist to produce a high gloss finish.

The Victor white polishing pad is made from 100% recycled polyester fibres and 
water-based resins.

For use with all Victor electric rotary machines, orbital scrubbers and automatic 
scrubbers.

The Victor blue cleaning floor pad is perfect for scrubbing or cleaning delicate floors 
where you might be unsure about using the more abrasive qualities of a Green 

Scrubbing Pad.

The Victor blue cleaning floor pad can also be used to scrub soiled hard surface 
floors such as concrete when used with appropriate cleaning chemicals. 

The Victor blue cleaning pad is made from polyester fibres in a semi open texture 
non woven fabrication. Abrasive particles are dispersed throughout and bonded to 

the non-woven construction with a durable adhesive. 

Designed for stripping floors, the Victor black stripping floor pad is perfect for heavy-
duty wet stripping of emulsion polish. Use with water-based floor stripping solution 

to remove worn and soiled floor finishes or sealers .

The black stripping pad can also be used to clean heavily soiled hard surface floors, 
such as concrete, when used with proper cleaning solutions.

 The black Victor stripping pad is made from polyester fibres along with synthetic 
adhesives that will not be notably affected by water or cleaners used in standard 

floor maintenance. The abrasives used in this product are synthetic. This product is 
designed specifically for customers who want a more dense non woven pad.

RED PADS - FOR REGULAR CLEANING

G
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Ideal for spray cleaning, the Victor red floor pad polishes and cleans at the same 
time.

Suitable for regular light cleaning and polishing, the red floor pad will remove light 
scuff marks and dirt while producing a high gloss shine. 

 The red Victor buffing pad is made of 100% recycled polyester fibres and water-
based resins. 

For use with all Victor electric rotary machines, orbital scrubbers and automatic 
scrubbers.
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FLOOR CARE GUIDE
How to care for popular floor types 

VINYL
Where it’s used: Libraries, public buildings, schools, village halls, restaurants, 
offices, banks.

How to identify it: VCT Flooring / Vinyl Composition Floor Tiles have been a 
popular commercial floor covering since around 1980. Vinyl can be recognised by an  
embossed pattern on the surface - this embossed pattern tends to disappear once 
the tile is worn.

Cleaning Method: Regular spray cleaning using a maintainer or neutral pH 
detergent. Red pad on high speed setting or Burnisher such as a Lynx. If sealed, 
maintain shine with a white pad. Periodically scrub with an alkaline detergent on a 
standard speed machine such as a Contractor.

RESIN

WOOD

QUARRY TILES

MARBLE

Where it’s used: Schools, operating theatres, kitchens, garages, factories.

How to identify it: Resin flooring is a durable plastic surface made up of, at its most 
basic level, a synthetic resin and a separate hardener. Due to it’s creation, resin floors 
will have no seams or joins. Resin floors are usually a single colour; red, green, grey.

Cleaning Method: Regular spray cleaning using a maintainer or neutral pH 
detergent. Red pad on high speed or Burnisher. Periodically bonnet mop with a 
standard speed machine and neutral pH detergent.

Where it’s used: Village halls, schools, restaurants, libraries.

How to identify it: Wood can be identified by it’s unique markings, rather than 
repeating patterns usually found in laminate. Use your thumbnail to test the 
softness of the wood - if it leaves a mark, it’s softwood. The deeper the mark, the 
softer the wood.

Cleaning Method: For soft wood, regular spray cleaning using a maintainer or 
neutral pH detergent. White polishing pad on high speed setting or Burnisher such 
as a Lynx. For hard wood a red pad would be more suitable.

Where it’s used: Washrooms, toilets, kitchens, patios, entrance halls, factories.

How to identify it: Traditional quarry tiles are usually red or grey in colour and 
unglazed. However later, more modern options come in a variety of tints and 
finishes. Quarry tiles are usually 152mm x 152mm or 203mm x 203mm and 13 to 19 
mm thick.

Cleaning Method: Regular spray cleaning using a maintainer or neutral pH 
detergent. Red pad on high speed or Burnisher. If sealed, maintain shine with 
a white pad. Periodically scrub with an alkaline detergent on a standard speed 
machine.

Where it’s used: Shopping centres, airports, banks, hotels, apartments, restaurants.

How to identify it: Marble can be recognised by it’s high shine and reflective 
qualities when polished. However if there are speckles or crystal-like elements, 
it’s more likely to be granite. Marble tends to be white, cream, black red or grey in 
colour.

Cleaning Method: Regular spray cleaning using a maintainer or neutral pH 
detergent. White polishing pad on high speed setting or Burnisher such as a Lynx.



GRANWOOD

LINOLEUM

SAFETY FLOORING

PAINTED CONCRETE

Where it’s used: Sports halls, schools, offices, factories, laboratories, community 
centres and village halls.

How to identify it: A popular choice in sports halls, Granwood flooring consists of 
cement, sawdust, and linseed oil compressed into a block shape. This flooring has 
the appearance of wood but feels like smooth concrete.

Cleaning Method: Spray clean using a maintainer or neutral pH detergent. Red pad 
on high speed or Burnisher. If sealed, maintain shine with a white pad.

Where it’s used: Schools, community halls, care homes, healthcare facilities.

How to identify it: Linoleum is made from natural materials, primarily linseed 
oil plus pine resin, ground cork dust, sawdust, and mineral fillers such as calcium 
carbonate, most commonly on a burlap or canvas backing. The design is not on a 
separate image layer, but is embedded throughout the materials, so the colour / 
design will remain even when heavily worn.

Cleaning Method: Regular spray cleaning using a maintainer or neutral pH 
detergent. For best results us a red cleaning pad on a high speed setting or 
Burnisher such as a Lynx. If sealed, maintain shine with a white polishing pad. 
Periodically scrub with an alkaline detergent on a standard speed machine.

Where it’s used: Kitchens, swimming pools, wet rooms, bathrooms, changing 
rooms, store rooms and clinical areas.

How to identify it: Composed of vinyl, silicon carbide, quartz and aluminium oxides 
to give it a non-slip finish. Safety flooring is usually a single colour (Red, Blue, Green, 
Grey, Cream) with a glitter like fleck.

How to care for it: Regularly clean with a Hyperglide 350. The contra-rotating 
brushes are ideal for cleaning between the floor’s non-slip properties. Periodically 
scrub using a standard speed rotary machine and an alkaline or citrus based 
cleaning solution.

Where it’s used: Garages, multi-storey car parks, factories, warehouses. 

How to identify it: Painted concrete has a monolithic appearance. Unpainted 
concrete is usually a matte grey colour. Concrete floors are usually painted to make 
them look better, make them easier to clean or highlight different areas. Painted 
concrete floors are usually a glossy, single colour such as red, blue or grey.

Cleaning Method: Scrub using an alkaline or citrus based cleaner / degreaser with a 
scrubber drier or standard speed rotary machine.
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LIMESTONE
Where it’s used: Restaurants, churches, banks, schools.

How to identify it: Limestone is a sedimentary rock formation which is 
predominantly calcium carbonate and cream in colour with a light matte sheen. 
Limestone tends to feel warmer than other tiles such as porcelain. Due to it being 
a fairly soft stone, it will build a smooth patina over time. Not usually used in high 
footfall areas due to it’s softness.

Cleaning Method: Regularly bonnet mop using a neutral detergent with a standard 
speed rotary machine. Avoid using strong Alkaline or Acidic cleaning products.
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Contractor VR-C

Part No. Name Compatible with Price

A1123/E/GH Contractor Base Casting 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £105.08

A1151 Spring Locator 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £3.63

A1159 Belt Adjusting Spring 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £5.50

A1223/PLTD Motor Drive Stud 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £5.10

A1377 Sprite Eye Bolt 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £5.10

A1657/PLTD Wheel Axle 325mm Long 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £5.10

A1674 Centre Feed Pulley Bolt 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £21.20

A1753/B/BL 1400mm Q/R Buffer 
Ring 450H, 450S £21.20

A1753/A/BL 1270mm Q/R Buffer Ring 400H, 400S £21.20

A1850 Spring (Belt Tension) 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £3.63

A2132 Motor Stud Spring 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £3.63

AYP1016 156mm Drive Pulley 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £97.89

B1053/GH 450 Brush Cover 450S, 450H £80.04

B1055/GH 400 Brush Cover 400S, 400H £78.09

C4257/C 1.5kw Motor 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £405.00

D1000 15m Mains Cable 240V 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £34.53

D1123 200mm Wheels 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £19.18

D1272/C Motor Cowl 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £67.72

R1025/GH-V1 Universal Mount Plate 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £51.94

SBI3005/A 1-2 inch Star Lock Cap 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £0.63

SBI3357 220J12 Poly V Drive Belt - 
RBMJ0559/12

400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £17.63

VB45141 450 Centreflex Drive 
Board 450S, 450H £136.30

VB40141 400 Centreflex Drive 
Board 400S, 400H £105.10

Q1087 26mm rotor pulley 400S 450S £24.71

C4140 32mm Threaded Rotor 
Pulley 400H, 450H £24.71

D1218 Motor Cover 400H, 450H £25.00

Handle Assembly

A1001/A Socket Box Assembly 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £12.05

A1621 Trigger Release 
Moulding

400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £5.53

A1649/BL Cable Restraint Bracket 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £6.09

A1741 Handle Position Selector 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £21.20

A1743 Handle Selector Spring 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £2.27

A1852 795mm Inside Bend 
Pullrod

400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £3.63

A1896 Pivot Bolt 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £5.53

B1062 Quick Release Bracket 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £2.70

C1330 Welded Gear & Plate 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £51.94

C1412/BL Fluid Lever Black 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £32.70

C4229 Single Pole On/off Switch 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £16.27

D0390 Brush / Cable Hook 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £3.63

D0429 Bellows 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £12.05

D0550 Cable Restraint 400S, 400H,
450S, 450H £5.27

D1218 Handle Power Lead 
Assembly

400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £9.27

SBI3758/BL/A Switch Box Rear Half 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £51.94

SBI3759/BL Switch Box Front Half 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £51.94

SBI3760/BL Handle Switch Lever 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £7.57

SBI3761/BL Handle Adjustment 
Lever 

400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £7.57

SBI3764/BL Handle End Cap 400S, 400H, 
450S, 450H £7.57

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

Sprite VR-S Sprite 300 VR-S300

Part No. Name Compatible with Price

A1308/C/BL Sprite 300 Buffer Ring 
Black VR-S300 £21.20

A1683/GH Sprite 300 Brush Cover 
Grey Hammer VR-S300 £78.09

AYP1016 156mm Drive Pulley VR-S300 £97.89

C4257/C 1.5kw 4 Pole Single 
Phase 90 Frame Motor VR-S300 £405

C4700/GH Sprite 300 Motor Plate & 
Over Strap Grey VR-S300 £70.95

C4707 S300 Motor Top VR-S300 £25.00

C5398/GH Sprite 300 Steel Base - 
Grey Hammer VR-S300 £105.05

D1124 125mm Non Marking 
Synthetic Rubber Tyre VR-S300 £19.18

D1272/C Motor Cowl VR-S300 £67.72

Q1017 Pro Pulley Bolt VR-S300 £24.41

Q1016 S300 Threaded Rotor 
Pulley VR-S300 £24.71

SBI3005/A 1-2 inch Star Lock Cap VR-S300 £0.63

SBI7509 210J8 Drive belt - 
RBMJ0533/8 VR-S300 £17.63

Handle Assembly

A1001/A Socket Box Assembly VR-S300 £12.05

A1621 Trigger Release 
Moulding VR-S300 £5.53

A1649/BL Cable Restraint Bracket VR-S300 £6.09

A1741 Handle Position Selector VR-S300 £21.20

A1743 Handle Selector Spring VR-S300 £2.27

A1896 Pivot Bolt VR-S300 £5.53

B1062 Quick Release Bracket VR-S300 £2.70

C1412/BL Fluid Lever Black VR-S300 £32.70

C1803 Pull Rod 545mm Long VR-S300 £3.63

C4229 Single Pole On/off Switch VR-S300 £16.27

D1000 15m High Visibility Cable VR-S300 £34.53

D0390 Brush / Cable Hook VR-S300 £3.63

D0429 Bellows VR-S300 £12.05

D0550 Cable Restraint VR-S300 £5.27

D1218 Handle Power Lead 
Assembly VR-S300 £9.27

SBI3758/BL/B Switch Box Rear Half VR-S300 £51.94

SBI3759/BL Switch Box Front Half VR-S300 £51.94

SBI3760/BL Handle Switch Lever VR-S300 £7.57

SBI3761/BL Handle Adjustment 
Lever VR-S300 £7.57

SBI3764/BL Handle End Cap VR-S300 £7.57

Part No. Name Compatible with Price

A1123/E/
GH Sprite Base Casting 400HE, 450HE £105.08

A1151 Spring Locator 400HE, 450HE £3.63

A1159 Belt Adjusting Spring 400HE, 450HE £5.50

A1223/
PLTD Motor Drive Stud 400HE, 450HE £5.10

A1377 Sprite Eye Bolt 400HE, 450HE £5.10

A1657/
PLTD Wheel Axle 325mm Long 400HE, 450HE £5.10

A1674 Centre Feed Pulley Bolt 400HE, 450HE £21.20

A1753/B/
BL 1400mm Q/R Buffer Ring 450HE £21.20

A1753/A/
BL 1270mm Q/R Buffer Ring 400HE £21.20

A1850 Spring (Belt Tension) 400HE, 450HE £3.63

A2132 Motor Stud Spring 400HE, 450HE £3.63

AYP1016 156mm Drive Pulley 400HE, 450HE £97.89

B1053/GH 450 Brush Cover 450HE £80.04

B1055/GH 400 Brush Cover 400HE £78.09

C4257/C 1.5kw Motor 400HE, 450HE £405.00

D1000 15m Mains Cable 240V 400HE, 450HE £34.53

D1123 200mm Wheels 400HE, 450HE £19.18

D1272/C Motor Cowl 400HE, 450HE £67.72

R1025/
GH-V1 Universal Mounting Plate 400HE, 450HE £51.94

SBI3005/A 1-2 inch Star Lock Cap 400HE, 450HE £0.63

SBI3357 220J12 Poly V Drive Belt - 400HE, 450HE £17.63

VB45141 450 Centreflex Drive Board 450HE £136.30

VB40141 400 Centreflex Drive Board 400HE £105.10

Q1087 26mm rotor pulley 450SE £24.71

C4140 32mm Threaded Rotor 
Pulley 400HE, 450HE £24.71

D1218 Motor Cover 400HE, 450HE £25.00

Handle Assembly

A1001/A Socket Box Assembly 400HE, 450HE £12.05

A1621 Trigger Release Moulding 400HE, 450HE £5.53

A1649/BL Cable Restraint Bracket 400HE, 450HE £6.09

A1741 Handle Position Selector 400HE, 450HE £21.20

A1743 Handle Selector Spring 400HE, 450HE £2.27

A1852 795mm Inside Bend Pullrod 400HE, 450HE £3.63

A1896 Pivot Bolt 400HE, 450HE £5.53

B1062 Quick Release Bracket 400HE, 450HE £2.70

C1330 Welded Gear & Plate 400HE, 450HE £51.94

C1412/BL Fluid Lever Black 400HE, 450HE £32.70

C4229 Single Pole On/off Switch 400HE, 450HE £16.27

D0390 Brush / Cable Hook 400HE, 450HE £3.63

D0429 Bellows 400HE, 450HE £12.05

D0550 Cable Restraint 400HE, 450HE £5.27

D1218 Handle Power Lead 
Assembly 400HE, 450HE £9.27

SBI3758/
BL/A Switch Box Rear Half 400HE, 450HE £51.94

SBI3759/
BL Switch Box Front Half 400HE, 450HE £51.94

SBI3760/
BL Handle Switch Lever 400HE, 450HE £7.57

SBI3761/
BL Handle Adjustment Lever 400HE, 450HE £7.57

SBI3764/
BL Handle End Cap 400HE, 450HE £7.57

Exhauster Assembly
A1655/
PLTD Knurled Nut Plated 400HE, 450HE £8.50

A1656/
PLTD Quick Release Stud Plated 400HE, 450HE £8.50

A1659 Reinforcing Plate 400HE, 450HE £2.80

AYH2033 Exhauster Hose Assembly 
1.7m Long 400HE, 450HE £13.04

B1345 Rear Casing 400HE, 450HE £29.71

B1347 Motor Cover 400HE, 450HE £5.95

B1348 Filter Holder 400HE, 450HE £4.50

B1351-BLA Front Casing 400HE, 450HE £18.50

B1352 Casing Catch 400HE, 450HE £3.10

C1053 Inlet Adaptor 400HE, 450HE £3.90

C1400 HEPA Micro Filter 400HE, 450HE £3.50

C1495 Bag Inlet Moulding For 
370/470 Vacuum 400HE, 450HE £4.50

C1776 Suction Tube Clip 400HE, 450HE £2.10

D1017 Right Angle Cable & Plug 400HE, 450HE £9.80

SBI6168 On/off Switch 400HE, 450HE £4.50

SBI6182 Bag Full Indicator 400HE, 450HE £2.80

SBI6263 850W Motor 240V c/w 
Cut-Out 400HE, 450HE £98.00

B1346 Motor Mounting Plate 400HE, 450HE £4.50
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Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

Multispeed VR-MSI Lynx VR-L FSX450 VR-FSX450

Part No. Name Compatible with Price

C4257/C 1.5kw 4 Pole Single 
Phase 90 Frame Motor L15, L17, L20 £405.00

C4297 Lynx Dust Bag Cover 
with hose inlet L15, L17, L20 £15.05

C1725 15" Lynx Body Moulding L15 £120.93

C1881/L 17" Lynx Body Moulding L17 £120.93

C1786/L 20" Lynx Body Moulding L20 £126.95

AYP1036 Driven Pulley Assembly L15, L17, L20 £97.89

C1726 Lynx Top Motor Cover L15, L17, L20 £35.77

AYD1016 15" Drive Plate Assembly L15 £83.95

AYD1018 17" Drive Plate Assembly L17 £83.95

AYD1008 20" Drive Plate Assembly L20 £83.95

C1398 Drive Belt Guard L15, L17, L20 £26.50

C4151 55mm Threaded Pulley 
J10- L15, L17, L20 £24.71

D1123 200mm Non Marking 
Synthetic Rubber Tyre L15, L17, L20 £19.18

C1613/F Lynx diffuser strip 
1960mm L15, L17, L20 £14.74

SBI6136/F Stretch Hose 180mm 
Long L15, L17, L20 £9.57

SBI6398 M8 Hand Knob 40mm 
Female L15, L17, L20 £7.50

D0220 Skirt Lifter Bracket L15, L17, L20 £7.50

D0223 Skirt Lifter Bar L15, L17, L20 £7.50

AYK1004 Drive Pad Retainer Kit L15, L17, L20 £12.05

SBI6601 310J8 Poly V Drive Belt - 
RBMJ0787/8 L15, L17, L20 £17.63

A2064 Motor Pillar Stud For 
Welded Frame L15, L17, L20 £11.50

A1865 Spring Retainer L15, L17, L20 £7.50

A1850 Spring (Belt Tension) L15, L17, L20 £3.63

SBI5668 Hose End 32mm L15, L17, L20 £5.53

A2062 Driven Pulley Packer L15, L17, L20 £4.50

A1882/PLTD Lynx Reinforcing Ring 
Plated L15, L17, L20 £4.50

A2132 Motor Stud Spring L15, L17, L20 £3.63

B1367/GRY Swivel End Inner-grey L15, L17, L20 £2.50

SBI3764/BL Handle End Cap - Black L15, L17, L20 £7.57

C1456 Lynx Paper Dust Bag 
(Pack of 10) L15, L17, L20 £9.80

SBI6882 8.5mm Skirt Lifting 
Spring L15, L17, L20 £3.63

C1519 15" Lynx Skirt Assembly L15 £120.93

C1886/L 17" Lynx Skirt Assembly L17 £120.93

C1788/L 20" Lynx Skirt Assembly L20 £120.93

Handle Assembly

A1001/A Socket Box Assembly L15, L17, L20 £12.05

A1621 Trigger Release 
Moulding L15, L17, L20 £5.53

A1649/BL Cable Restraint Bracket L15, L17, L20 £6.09

A1741 Handle Position Selector L15, L17, L20 £21.20

A1743 Handle Selector Spring L15, L17, L20 £2.27

A1896 Pivot Bolt L15, L17, L20 £5.53

B1062 Quick Release Bracket L15, L17, L20 £2.70

C1412/BL Fluid Lever Black L15, L17, L20 £32.70

C1803 Pull Rod 545mm Long L15, L17, L20 £3.63

C4229 Single Pole On/off Switch L15, L17, L20 £16.27

D1000 15m High Visibility Cable L15, L17, L20 £34.53

D0390 Brush / Cable Hook L15, L17, L20 £3.63

D0429 Bellows L15, L17, L20 £12.05

D0550 Cable Restraint L15, L17, L20 £5.27

D1218 Handle Power Lead 
Assembly L15, L17, L20 £9.27

SBI3758/BL/B Switch Box Rear Half L15, L17, L20 £51.94

SBI3759/BL Switch Box Front Half L15, L17, L20 £51.94

SBI3760/BL Handle Switch Lever L15, L17, L20 £7.57

SBI3761/BL Handle Adjustment 
Lever L15, L17, L20 £7.57

SBI3764/BL Handle End Cap L15, L17, L20 £7.57

Part No. Name Price

C5366 2 Speed Single Phase Motor £425

C5381 Cowl Rear Panel - 2 Speed £55.75

C5382 Front Cowl - 2 Speed £11.95

D1280 Motor Cover £25

Q1087 26mm rotor pulley £24.71

A2132 Motor Stud Spring £3.63

AYP1016 156mm Drive Pulley £97.89

A1850 Spring (Belt Tension) £3.63

D1124 125mm Non Marking Synthetic Rubber 
Tyre £19.18

SBI3005/A 1-2 inch Star Lock Cap £0.63

B1053/GH 450 Brush Cover £78.09

A1753/B/BL 1400mm Q/R Buffer Ring £21.20

R1025/GH Universal mounting plate £51.94

SBI3357 220J12 Poly V Drive Belt - RBMJ0559/12 £17.63

r1038/gh Steel Base £105.08

Handle Assembly

A1001/A Socket Box Assembly £12.05

A1621 Trigger Release Moulding £5.53

A1649/BL Cable Restraint Bracket £6.09

A1741 Handle Position Selector £21.20

A1743 Handle Selector Spring £2.27

A1896 Pivot Bolt £5.53

B1062 Quick Release Bracket £2.70

C1412/BL Fluid Lever Black £32.70

C1803 Pull Rod 545mm Long £3.63

C4229 Single Pole On/off Switch £16.27

D1000 15m High Visibility Cable £34.53

D0390 Brush / Cable Hook £3.63

D0429 Bellows £12.05

D0550 Cable Restraint £5.27

D1218 Handle Power Lead Assembly £9.27

SBI3758/BL/B Switch Box Rear Half £51.94

SBI3759/BL Switch Box Front Half £51.94

SBI3760/BL Handle Switch Lever £7.57

SBI3761/BL Handle Adjustment Lever £7.57

SBI3764/BL Handle End Cap £7.57

Part No. Name Price

A1753/B/BL 1400mm Q/R Buffer Ring £21.20

A1842 Polythene Washer £2.13

AYS1011 400/450 Universal Quick Release Skirt £102.07

B1163 Pad Retainer £9.27

C1456 Lynx Paper Dust Bag (pack of 10) £9.80

C4424 Skirt spring £0.50

C4657 Spray Nozzle Holder £12.64

C4662 FSX450 Power Indicator Box assembly £68.96

C4672 Battery Clamp Assembly £10.58

C4679 FSX450 Plug Storage Moulding £11.95

C4680 FSX450 Body Moulding £98.55

C4681 FSX450 Dust Bag Cover £11.95

C4708 Battery Burnisher 24v 850W DC Motor £395.00

C4710 Motor Mounting Plate £11.95

C5080  Castor Arm £21.79

Q2001 FSX450 Motor Boss £47.33

SBI5668 Hose End 32mm £7.75

SBI6136 Stretch Hose £25.00

SBI7038 Battery Terminal Cover £3.95

SBI7051 Isolator Switch With Key £32.25

SBI7242 FSX Burnisher - Battery Charger 300wt £279.00

SBI7307 20mm star lock cap £0.63

SBI7479 12V 20Ah AGM Battery £295.00

SBI7484 Fuse Holder £28.09

SBI7485 Fuse £5.75

SBI7506 80AMP Relay £11.95

SBI7751 Wheel With Bearing £21.89

Handle Assembly

A1001/A Socket Box Assembly £12.05

A1621 Trigger Release Moulding £5.53

A1649/BL Cable Restraint Bracket £6.09

A1741 Handle Position Selector £21.20

A1743 Handle Selector Spring £2.27

A1896 Pivot Bolt £5.53

B1062 Quick Release Bracket £2.70

C1412/BL Fluid Lever Black £32.70

C1803 Pull Rod 545mm Long £3.63

C4229 Single Pole On/off Switch £16.27

D1000 15m High Visibility Cable £34.53

D0390 Brush / Cable Hook £3.63

D0429 Bellows £12.05

D0550 Cable Restraint £5.27

D1218 Handle Power Lead Assembly £9.27

SBI3758/BL/B Switch Box Rear Half £51.94

SBI3759/BL Switch Box Front Half £51.94

SBI3760/BL Handle Switch Lever £7.57

SBI3761/BL Handle Adjustment Lever £7.57

SBI3764/BL Handle End Cap £7.57
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Hyperglide 350 VR-H9816 / VR-H9819

Questions? Call us today: 0121 706 5771

SD20 VR-SD20 SD40 VR-SD40

Part No. Name Price

FSH1029 Red Hyperglide Outside Casing Right  £37.75 

FSH1047 Front (Large) Hyperglide Brush Spindle  £50.00 

FSH1045 Rear (Small) Hyperglide Brush Spindle  £40.00 

FSH1027 7m Hyperglide Cable Assembly  £57.75 

FSH1002 Red Hyperglide Outside Casing Left  £37.75 

FSH1008 Hyperglide Replacement Cover Assembly  £95.00 

FSH1007 Hyperglide Aluminium Handle  £62.50 

FSH1004 Hyperglide Water Tank Handle Assembly  £145.00 

FSH1005 Hyperglide Dirty Water Tank Assembly  £95.00 

FSH1055 Hyperglide Fluid Tank Release Trigger  £13.75 

SBI7269 Hyperglide Firm brush black £69.00

SBI7270 Hyperglide Medium brush grey £69.00

FSH2001 Hyperglide Battery only for V-H9819 £489.00

FSH2002 Hyperglide Charger only for V-H9819 £165.00

Part No. Name Price

FSC0190 Front rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £23.33

FSC0200 Rear rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £26.67

FSC0320 Front polyurethane squeegee blade - 
anti-oil £36.67

FSC0330 Rear polyurethane squeegee blade - 
anti-oil £41.67

FSC0180 White toothed brush 8” 0.9mm £78.33

FSC0190 Blue toothed brush 8” 0.7mm £78.33

FSC0200 Blue toothed brush 8” 0.3mm £78.33

FSC0340 Tynex toothed brush 8” 0.6mm grit 320 £125.00

FSC0610 Chassis, black colour £187.50

FSC0660 Wheel axis £85.94

FSC0600 Wheel with bearings d.250x50 £85.94

FSC023.0 Wheel d.50x24 £10.42

FSC0690 Screw for plastic TC 4x16 £1.04

Y.0660 Air filter - optional £152.08

FSC0150 Air flow discharging grid £21.92

FSC0920 Brush deck  2x8" £152.35

FSC0070 Gearbox motor 48V 500W £995.62

FSC0530 Proportional solenoid valve 24Vdc £204.16

FSC0080 Suction turbine £260.41

FSC0590 Flat belt 530x10 £62.50

FSC0160 Splashguard 40cm £114.58

FSC0230 Bristle profile L=740mm £41.66

FSC0890 Squeegee 20l £247.18

FSC0230 Wheel d.50x24 £10.41

FSC0500 Squeegee hose £54.37

FSC0600 Tank - 20l £572.91

FSC0510 Drain hose £87.08

FSC0290 Filling water filter £8.54

FSC0260 Cap gasket - 20l £51.16

FSC0620 Hinge £13.00

FSC0620 Lid 20l £72.91

Part No. Name Price

FSC0210 Front rubber blade for parabolic 
squeegee £26.67

FSC0220 Rear rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £30.00

FSC0340 Front polyurethane squeegee blade - 
anti-oil £41.67

FSC0350 Rear polyurethane squeegee blade - 
anti-oil £53.33

FSC0250 White toothed brush 10” 0.9mm £86.67

FSC0260 Blue toothed brush 10” 0.7mm £86.67

FSC0270 Blue toothed brush 10” 0.3mm £86.67

FSC0350 Tynex toothed brush 10” 0.6mm grit 320 £141.67

FSC0640 Chassis 40l £218.75

FSC0670 Wheel axis 40l £90.625

FSC0600 Wheel with bearings d.250x50 £85.93

FSC0230 Wheel d.50x24 £10.41

FSC0020 Water filter £70.83

FSC0660 Air filter £152.08

FSC0150 Air flow discharging grid £21.91

FSC0930 Brush deck  2x10" £176.45

FSC0070 Gearbox motor 48V 500W £995.62

FSC0530 Proportional solenoid valve 48Vdc £204.16

FSC0080 Suction turbine £260.41

FSC0590 Flat belt 530x10 £62.50

FSC0240 Bristle profile L=970mm £52.08

FSC0170 Splashguard 500mm £135.41

FSC0860 Squeegee 40l £266.14

FSC0500 Squeegee hose £54.37

FSC0780 Squeegee group 506 mm £520.83

FSC0630 Tank - 40l £703.12

FSC0510 Drain hose £87.08

FSC0280 Filling water filter £11.25

FSC0270 Cap gasket - 40l £57.83

FSC0620 Hinge £13.00

FSC0650 Lid 40l £109.37
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SDR80 VR-SDR80 V9 Vacuum V-9

Part No. Name Price

FSC0170 Front V squeegee blade £46.67

FSC0180 Rear V squeegee blade £50.00

FSC0010 White toothed brush 13” 0.9mm £106.67

FSC0020 Blue toothed brush 13” 0.7mm £106.67

FSC0110 Blue toothed brush 13” 0.3mm £106.67

FSC0031 Tynex toothed brush 13” 0.6mm grit 320 £241.67

FSC0010 Battery Gel 12V 105/140Ah / C5/C20 £750.00

FSC0120 Battery AGM Discover 12V 105/130Ah / C5/C20 £875.00

FSC0240
Battery Charger 24V / 13A (suitable for all Gel/
AGM/Acid batteries - includes removable power 
cord w/Shuko plug and SB120 connector) *

£541.00

FSC0240 Squeegee frame 800mm £291.66

FSC0050 Bristle  profile for SDR80 brush head £58.33

FSC02001 Seat £112.5

FSC0140 Rubber tap adaptor £16.66

FSC03001 Water filling hose £54.16

FSC0140 Plastic cone £20.83

FSC03401 Gearbox motor 24V 550W £916.66

FSC02002 Suction motor 3 stages 24V 520W £312.50

FSC02001 Recovery tank £687.50

FSC02901 Brush cover black £375.00

FSC03002 Fresh water tank black £791.66

FSC02001 Recovery tank cap black £166.66

FSC0350 Front cover black £177.08

FSC0050 Carter for brush head £177.08

FSC03402 Proportional solenoid valve £204.16

FSC0140 Water hose £20.83

FSC02902 Rear wheel d.250x50 £166.66

FSC02902 Wheel d.50 £10.41

FSC0240 Castor wheel d.35x24 £41.66

FSC0240 Bumper wheel d.90 £33.33

Part No. Name Price

AYH2053 V-9 2m grey Hose £25.36

C1589/GRY V-9 Grey tub only £19.27

C1596/GRY Bag Inlet £9.95

C1625/YE Outer Casing-yellow £18.54

C1626/GRY Motor Cover Casing - Grey £15.54

C1627/GRY Motor Housing-grey £15.54

C1628/GRY Handle-grey £9.95

C1640/GRY Catch £9.95

C1700 32mm x 500mm Straight Extension 
Tube (single) £8.89

C1704 32mm Crevice Nozzle £5.89

C1705 32mm Round Dusting Brush £5.89

C1706 32mm Carpet/upholstery Tool £5.89

C1710 Castor Wheel £7.15

C1711 Latch Spring (Type C-5512150) £4.20

C1715 Double Pole On-Off Switch Black 
With 0I £6.50

C1783 Motor Mounting Ring £8.53

C1842 V9 HEPA Micronic Filter Assembly £27.00

C4900 12.5m V9 Unique High Visibility Cable £26.00

C4979 V-9 Inlet Socket £6.50

D0181 Cable Restraint Nylon (Black) £6.50

D0863 Motor Fixing Strap £5.40

SBI5520P V9 Paper Dust Bags (10 Pk) £12.50

SBI6506 V9 - 32mm Combination Floor Tool £11.45

SBI7583 O Ring 56mm ID x 8mm C/S £3.90

SBI7774 V-9 Eco Motor 230/50 £59.95

SD50 VR-SD50

Part No. Name Price

FSC0430 Front rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £35.00

FSC0440 Rear rubber blade for parabolic squeegee £41.67

FSC0420 Front polyurethane squeegee blade - 
anti-oil £53.33

FSC0450 Rear polyurethane squeegee blade - 
anti-oil £60.00

FSC0120 White toothed brush 7” 0.9mm £70.00

FSC0360 Blue toothed brush 7” 0.7mm £70.00

FSC0370 Blue toothed brush 7” 0.3mm £70.00

FSC0380 Tynex toothed brush 7” 0.6mm grit 320 £116.67

FSC0640 Chassis 40l £218.75

FSC0670 Wheel axis 40l £90.625

FSC0600 Wheel with bearings d.250x50 £85.93

FSC0230 Wheel d.50x24 £10.41

FSC0020 Water filter £70.83

FSC0660 Air filter £152.08

FSC0150 Air flow discharging grid £21.91

FSC0930 Brush deck  2x10" £176.45

FSC0070 Gearbox motor 48V 500W £995.62

FSC0530 Proportional solenoid valve 48Vdc £204.16

FSC0080 Suction turbine £260.41

FSC0590 Flat belt 530x10 £62.50

FSC0240 Bristle profile L=970mm £52.08

FSC0950 Splashguard 700mm £155.00

FSC0960 Squeegee 50l £288.00

FSC0500 Squeegee hose £54.37

FSC0940 Squeegee group 700 mm £540.00

FSC0630 Tank - 50l £703.12

FSC0510 Drain hose £87.08

FSC0280 Filling water filter £11.25

FSC0270 Cap gasket - 50l £57.83

FSC0620 Hinge £13.00

FSC0650 Lid 50l £109.37
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UCS - Upright Vacuum VR-UCS
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Back Pack Vacuum VG1102 WD30 / WD60 VR-C458

Part No. Name Price

A1655/PLTD Knurled Nut Plated £8.50

A1656/PLTD Quick Release Stud Plated £8.50

A1659 Reinforcing Plate £2.80

AYH2033 Exhauster Hose Assembly 1.7m Long £13.04

B1345 Rear Casing £29.71

B1347 Motor Cover £5.95

B1348 Filter Holder £4.50

B1351-BLA Front Casing £18.50

B1352 Casing Catch £3.10

C1053 Inlet Adaptor £3.90

C1400 Victor Vac HEPA Micro Filter £3.50

C1495 Bag Inlet Moulding For 370/470 Vacuum £4.50

C1776 Suction Tube Clip For Upright Vac Unit £2.10

D1017 Right Angle Cable & Plug assembly £9.80

SBI6168 On/off Switch £4.50

SBI6182 Bag Full Indicator £2.80

SBI6263 850w Vac Motor 240v c/w Cut-Out £98.00

B1346 Motor Mounting Plate £4.50

V-350BH Power head Assembly £392

Part No. Name Price

A1655/PLTD Knurled Nut Plated £8.50

A1656/PLTD Quick Release Stud Plated £8.50

A1659 Reinforcing Plate £2.80

AYH2033 Exhauster Hose Assembly 1.7m Long £13.04

B1345 Rear Casing £29.71

B1347 Motor Cover £5.95

B1348 Filter Holder £4.50

B1351-BLA Front Casing £18.50

B1352 Casing Catch £3.10

C1053 Inlet Adaptor £3.90

C1400 Victor Vac Hepa Micro Filter £3.50

C1495 Bag Inlet Moulding For 370/470 Vacuum £4.50

C1776 Suction Tube Clip For Upright Vac Unit £2.10

D1017 Right Angle Cable & Plug assembly £9.80

SBI6168 On/off Switch £4.50

SBI6182 Bag Full Indicator £2.80

SBI6263 850w Vac Motor 240v c/w Cut-Out £98.00

B1346 Motor Mounting Plate £4.50

Part No. Name Compatible With Price

SBI7181 Steel ‘S’ tube (2 pieces) WD30, WD60 £19.23

SBI7185 40mm Squeegee Tool WD30, WD60 £30.94

SBI7182 40mm Floor Brush WD30, WD60 £22.71

SBI7184 40mm Round Dusting 
Brush WD30, WD60 £6.45

SBI7183 40mm Crevice Tool WD30, WD60 £4.73

FSG6010510 Hose Assembly WD30, WD60 £37.20

SBI7195 WD60/WD30 12.5m 
Replacement Cable WD30, WD60  £46.13 

C4120 WD60 / WD30 Floater Cage WD30, WD60  £37.35 

SBI7139 WD60 / WD30 Steel Tank 
Clamp WD30, WD60  £13.50 

SBI7142 WD60/WD30 Intake hose 
connector WD30, WD60  £18.90 

SBI7143 WD30 Steel Tank WD30  £213.53 

SBI7127 WD30 Powerhead Gasket WD30  £13.95 

SBI7148 WD30 Complete Float 
System WD30  £11.93 

SBI7136 WD30 Textile Filter WD30  £40.28 

SBI7146 WD30 Plastic Base WD30  £49.95 

SBI7147 WD30 Castor WD30  £11.03 

SBI7151 WD60 Dump hose 
assembly WD60  £87.30 

SBI7141 WD60 Steel Tank WD60  £340.88 

SBI7138 WD60 Textile filter WD60  £61.65 

SBI7157 WD60 Powerhead gasket WD60  £27.90 

SBI7132 WD60 230V Motor WD60  £207.00 

SBI7153 WD60 Large Back Wheel WD60  £19.13 

SBI7152 WD60 Front Castor WD60  £20.25 

SBI7155 WD60 Tank Handle WD60  £7.65 

SBI7151 32mm Drain Hose WD60 £29.50

AYN1004 Fixed Nozzle Assembly WD60 £178.00
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CX7 Spray Extractor VR-C458 SL8000 VR-C458 Mist Pro VR-C458

Part No. Name Price

FSC2515500 CX7 Steel 1L Tank  £174.15 

FSC2000085 CX7 Float Cage  £30.15 

FSC3618501 CX7 7l Solution Tank  £134.10 

FSC6613023 CX7 Base and front castors  £98.78 

FSC2510056 CX7 Rear Wheel 150mm dia. Grey  £20.70 

FSC2505327 CX7 1200W 240V Motor  £182.70 

FSC2511485 CX7 Suction Tube 0.5m  £41.85 

FSC6010695 CX7 Spray Extraction hand Tool 36mm  £71.33 

FSC6010692 CX7 Spray Extraction Floor Tool 36mm  £79.20 

FSC6010632 CX7 Flexible Hose 2.5m  £258.75 

FSC2510151 CX7 Front Castor Wheel D.50mm  £11.03 

FSC2207782 CX7 Front Intake Hose Connector BLACK  £25.65 

FSC6100019 CX7 Powerhead Clamp  £22.73 

FSC2502400 CX7 Powerhead Gasket BWS1  £13.95 

FSC2507074 CX7 Replacement 15m Cable UK  £86.40 

FSC3000129 CX7 Outlet Air Filter  £5.63 

Part No. Name Price

FSC11846 Electric Pump £51.33

FSC12033 Ametec Motor Assembly £157.08

FSC25167 Mains Cable £29.58

FSC25167 Rear Wheel £10.00

FSC25132 Black filter grid £4.66

FSC27202 Top Moulding £100

FSC27072 Black front wheel with bolt £2.08

FSC25006/R Neon Light - Red £8.00

FSC25006/G Neon Light - Green £7.58

FSC27271 Inlet Cover £14.58

FSC45289 Solution tank cover £76.25

FSC452889 Solution tank £87.50

FSC12033 Solenoid valve £28.37

Part No. Name Price

FSC2515500 Mist Pro 360 Steel 11l Tank  £174.15 

FSC3618501 Mist Pro 360 7l Solution Tank  £134.10 

FSC6613023 Mist Pro 360 Base and front castors  £98.78 

FSC2510056 Mist Pro 360 Rear Wheel 150mm dia. Grey  £20.70 

FSC2511485 Mist Pro 360 Suction Tube 0.5m  £41.85 

FSC6010632 Mist Pro 360 Flexible Hose 2.5m  £258.75 

FSC2510151 Mist Pro 360 Front Castor Wheel D.50mm  £11.03 

FSC2207782 Mist Pro 360 Front Intake Hose Connector  £25.65 

FSC6100019 Mist Pro 360 Powerhead Clamp  £22.73 

FSC2502400 Mist Pro 360 Powerhead Gasket BWS1  £13.95 

FSC2507074 Mist Pro 360 Replacement 15m Cable UK  £86.40 

B3-ISSB Mist Pro 360 Nozzle £54.00
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

1. Interpretation
1.1 The definitions and rules of interpretation in this condition apply in these 
conditions.
Business Day: a day (other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday) when 
banks in London are open for business; Buyer: the person, firm or company 
who purchases the Goods from the Company; 
Company: IIC Products Ltd. T/A Victor Floorcare; 
Contract: any contract between the Company and the Buyer for the sale and 
purchase of the Goods; 
Delivery Point: the place where delivery of the Goods is to take place under 
condition 4; Goods: any goods agreed in the Contract to be supplied to the 
Buyer by the Company (including any part(s) of them); Limit of Indemnity: 
currently the maximum amount of £5,000,000 for all occurrences during any 
one period of insurance; VAT: value added tax chargeable under English law for 
the time being and any similar additional tax.; Reference to a law is reference 
to it as it is in force for the time being taking account of any amendment, 
extension, application or re-enactment and includes any subordinate 
legislation for the time being in force made under it. Words in the singular 
include the plural and in the plural include the singular. Reference to one 
gender includes reference to the other. Condition headings do not affect the 
interpretation of these conditions.
2. Application of Terms
2.1 Subject to any variation under condition 2.3 the Contract shall be on these 
conditions to the exclusion of all other terms and conditions (including any 
terms or conditions which the Buyer purports to apply under any purchase 
order, confirmation of order, specification or other document).
2.2 No terms or conditions endorsed on, delivered with or contained in 
the Buyer’s purchase order, confirmation of order, specification or other 
document shall form part of the Contract as a result of such document being 
referred to in the Contract.
2.3 These conditions apply to all the Company’s sales and any variation to 
these conditions and representations about the Goods shall have no effect 
unless expressly agreed in writing and signed by a director of the Company. 
The Company’s sales representatives have no authority to accept, vary or 
amend any of these conditions. The Buyer acknowledges that it has not relied 
on any statement, promise or representation made or given by or on behalf 
of the Company which is not set out in the Contract. Nothing in this condition 
shall exclude or limit the Company’s liability for fraudulent misrepresentation.
2.4 Each order or acceptance of a quotation for Goods by the Buyer from the 
Company shall be deemed to be an offer by the Buyer to buy Goods subject 
to these conditions.
2.5 No order placed by the Buyer shall be deemed to be accepted by the 
Company until a written acknowledgement of order is issued by the Company 
or (if earlier) the Company delivers the Goods to the Buyer.
2.6 The Buyer shall ensure that the terms of its order and any applicable 
specification are complete and accurate.
2.7 Any quotation is given on the basis that no Contract shall come into 
existence until the Company despatches an acknowledgement of order to the 
Buyer. Any quotation is valid for the period set out on the quotation or, in the 
absence thereof for 30 days, provided that the Company has not previously 
withdrawn it.
3. Description
3.1 The quantity and description of the Goods shall be as set out in the 
Company’s quotation or acknowledgement of order.
3.2 All samples, drawings, descriptive matter, specifications and advertising 
issued by the Company and any descriptions or illustrations contained in 
the Company’s catalogues or brochures are issued or published for the sole 
purpose of giving an approximate idea of the Goods described in them. They 
shall not form part of the Contract and this is not a sale by sample.
4. Delivery
4.1 Unless otherwise agreed in writing, delivery of the Goods shall take place 
at the Buyer’s usual place of business. The costs of delivery are included in 
the Price of the Goods. However, the Company reserves the right to make a 
reasonable charge associated with any additional costs of carriage where the 
Buyer’s usual place of business or the agreed place of delivery is more than 50 
miles from the Company’s premises and an additional administration charge 
of £10 in respect of orders with a total value of less than £50.
4.2 Any dates specified by the Company for delivery of the Goods are an 
estimate and time for delivery shall not be made of the essence by notice. If no 
dates are specified, delivery shall be within a reasonable time.
4.3 Subject to the other provisions of these conditions the Company shall not 
be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss (all three of which terms 
include, without limitation, pure economic loss, loss of profits, loss of business, 
depletion of goodwill and similar loss), costs, damages, charges or expenses 
caused directly or indirectly by any delay in the delivery of the Goods (even if 
caused by the Company’s negligence), nor shall any delay entitle the Buyer to 
terminate or rescind the Contract unless such delay exceeds three months. 
4.4 If for any reason the Buyer fails to accept delivery of any of the Goods, or 
the Company is unable to deliver the Goods on time because the Buyer has 
not provided appropriate instructions, documents, licences or authorisations: 
(a) risk in the Goods shall pass to the Buyer (including for loss or damage 
caused by the Company’s negligence); and (b) the Goods shall be deemed to 
have been delivered; or (c) the Company may store the Goods until delivery, 
whereupon the Buyer shall be liable for all related costs and expenses 
(including, without limitation, storage and insurance).
4.5 The Buyer shall provide at the Delivery Point and at its expense adequate 
and appropriate equipment and manual labour for loading or unloading of 
the Goods.
4.6 The Company may cancel delivery if the Company believes it would be 
unsafe unlawful, unnecessarily or difficult to deliver to the Delivery Point and 
delivery shall take place upon the return of the Goods to the Company’s place 
of business.
4.8 The Company may deliver the Goods by separate instalments. Each 
separate instalment shall, subject to condition 4.9, be invoiced and paid for in 
accordance with the provisions of the Contract. 
4.9 Each instalment shall be a separate Contract and no cancellation or 
termination of any one Contract relating to an instalment shall entitle the 
Buyer to repudiate or cancel any other Contract or instalment. 
5. Non-Delivery
5.1 The quantity of any consignment of Goods as recorded on despatch from 
the Company’s place of business shall be conclusive evidence of the quantity 
received on delivery unless the Buyer can provide conclusive evidence proving 
the contrary.
5.2 The Company shall not be liable for any non-delivery of Goods (even if 
caused by the Company’s negligence) unless the Buyer gives written notice 
to the Company of the non-delivery within 7 days of the date when the Goods 
would in the ordinary course of events have been delivered.
5.3 Any liability of the Company for non-delivery of the Goods shall be limited 
to replacing the Goods within a reasonable time or issuing a credit note at the 
pro rata Contract rate against any invoice raised for such Goods.
6. Risk/Title
6.1 The Goods are at the risk of the Buyer from the time of delivery. 
6.2 Where applicable, risk in transit shall remain with the Company until 
delivery at the Delivery Point provided that in the event of any damage to 
the Goods during transit the Company will replace any goods proved to the 
Company’s satisfaction to have been damaged in transit subject to having 
received from the Buyer within 48 hours after delivery notification in writing 
of the occurrence of the damage and also, if and so far as practicable, of its 
nature and extent.
6.3 Ownership of the Goods shall not pass to the Buyer until the Company has 
received in full (in cash or cleared funds) all sums due to it in respect of: (a) 
the Goods; and (b) all other sums which are or become due to the Company 
from the Buyer.
6.4 Until ownership of the Goods has passed to the Buyer, the Buyer shall: 
(a) hold the Goods on a fiduciary basis as the Company’s bailee; (b) store the 
Goods (at no cost to the Company) separately from all other goods of the 
Buyer or any third party in such a way that they remain readily identifiable 
as the Company’s property; (c) not destroy, deface or obscure any identifying 
mark or packaging on or relating to the Goods; and (d) maintain the Goods 
in satisfactory condition and keep them insured on the Company’s behalf for 
their full price against all risks to the reasonable satisfaction of the Company. 
On request the Buyer shall produce the policy of insurance to the Company.
6.5 The Buyer may resell the Goods before ownership has passed to it solely 
on the following conditions: (a) any sale shall be effected in the ordinary 
course of the Buyer’s business at full market value; and (b) shall be a sale of 
the Company’s property on the Buyer’s own behalf and the Buyer shall deal as 
principal when making such a sale.
6.6 The Buyer’s right to possession of the Goods shall  terminate immediately 
if: (a) any of the matters set out in condition 11.1 (a) to (o) occur; or (b) the Buyer 
encumbers or in any way charges any of the Goods.
6.7 The Company shall be entitled to recover payment for the Goods 
notwithstanding that ownership of any of the Goods has not passed from 
the Company.
6.8 The Buyer grants the Company its agents and employees an irrevocable 
licence at 
any time to enter any premises where the Goods are or may be stored in order 

to inspect them or where the Buyer’s right to possession has terminated, to 
recover them. 
6.9 Where the Company is unable to determine whether any Goods are the 
goods in respect of which the Buyer’s right to possession has terminated, the 
Buyer shall be deemed to have sold all goods of the kind sold by the Company 
to the Buyer in the order in which they were invoiced to the Buyer. 
6.10 On termination of the Contract the Company’s (but not the Buyer’s) rights 
in this condition 6 shall remain in effect. 
7. Price
7.1 Unless otherwise agreed by the Company in writing, the price for the Goods 
shall be the price set out in the Company’s price list published on the date of 
delivery or deemed delivery.
7.2 The price for the Goods shall be exclusive of any VAT which the Buyer shall 
pay when it is due to pay for the Goods.
7.3 The Company reserves the right, by giving written notice to the Buyer 
at any time before delivery, to increase the price of the Goods to reflect any 
increase in the cost to the Company which is due to any factor beyond the 
reasonable control of the Company (including without limitation, any increase 
in packaging, insurance, transportation costs, costs of labour, materials or 
other costs of manufacture, taxes, tariffs or import duties (where applicable) 
or changes in legislation or regulations) or any changes in delivery dates, 
quantities or specifications for the Goods which are requested by the Buyer 
or any delay caused by failure of the Buyer to give the Company adequate 
information or instructions.
7.4 The Buyer agrees and acknowledges that the price for the Goods is based 
upon the limitations of liability set out in conditions 3 and 10 and upon the 
limited warranties given in condition 9.
8. Payment
8.1 Subject to condition 8.4 and unless otherwise agreed by the Company in 
writing, payment of the price for the Goods is due in pounds sterling 28 days 
from the day on which the Goods are delivered or deemed to be delivered. 
8.2 Time for payment shall be of the essence.
8.3 No payment shall be deemed to have been received until the Company 
has received cleared funds.
8.4 All payments payable to the Company under the Contract shall become 
due immediately on its termination.
8.5 The Buyer shall make all payments due under the Contract in full without 
any deduction whether by way of set-off, counterclaim, discount, abatement 
or otherwise unless the Buyer has a valid court order requiring an amount 
equal to such deduction to be paid by the Company to the Buyer. The Buyer 
shall not be entitled to withhold any payments due under the  Contract 
because of a disputed claim of any nature.
8.6 If the Buyer fails to pay the Company any sum due pursuant to the 
Contract:
8.6.1 the Buyer shall be liable to pay interest to the Company on such sum 
from the due date for payment at the annual rate of 4% above the base 
lending rate from time to time of the Royal Bank of Scotland, accruing on 
a daily basis until payment, before or after any judgment but the Company 
reserves the right to interest under the Late Payment of Commercial Debts 
(Interest) Act 1998; and
8.6.2 the Company shall be entitled to suspend or cancel all future deliveries 
of Goods to the Buyer.
8.7 In the event that any variation is agreed between the Company and the 
Buyer regarding payment terms, which results in credit terms being extended 
to the Buyer, any such variation will cease and the amount of any debt owed 
will be payable forthwith on the occurrence of any of the matters set out in 
condition 11.1 (a) to (o).
8.8 Without prejudice to any other right or remedy of the Company any 
payment by the Buyer, which results in a cheque being referred to the drawer 
for whatever reason, will incur a charge of £50.00 plus VAT per cheque payable 
by the Buyer.
8.9 The Company may apply all or any part of any sum owing by the 
Company its subsidiaries or associates to the Buyer in relation to any matter 
in or towards payment of any sum owing to the Company. For this purpose 
references to the Company or the Buyer include any company which is 
a holding company, subsidiary or associate of the Company or the Buyer 
respectively.
8.10 The Company may appropriate any payment made by the Buyer to the 
Company against amounts that are owed by the Buyer to the Company for 
the longest period not withstanding any prior appropriation of that payment 
by the Buyer.
9. Quality
9.1 The Company warrants that (subject to the other provisions of these 
conditions) on delivery the Goods shall:
(a) be of satisfactory quality within the meaning of the Sale of Goods Act 1979; 
(b) be reasonably fit for any particular purpose for which the Goods are being 
bought if the Buyer had made known that purpose to the Company in writing 
and the Company has confirmed in writing that it is reasonable for the Buyer 
to rely on the skill and judgement of the Company. For the avoidance of doubt, 
the warranties given in this condition 10.1 are given in lieu and exclude the
operation of the implied terms as to satisfactory quality and fitness for purpose 
in the Sale of Goods Act 1979, to the fullest extent permitted by law.
9.2 The Company shall not be liable for a breach of any of the warranties in 
condition 
9.1 unless:
110(a) the Buyer gives written notice of the defect to the Company within 14 
days of the time when the Buyer discovers or ought to have discovered the 
defect, whichever is the earlier; and (b) the Company is given a reasonable 
opportunity after receiving the notice of the defect from the Buyer of 
examining such Goods and the Buyer (if asked to do so by the Company) 
returns such Goods to the Company’s place of business for the examination 
to take place there.
9.3 The Company shall not be liable for a breach of any of the warranties in 
condition 
9.1 if: (a) the Buyer makes any further use of such Goods after giving 
such notice; or (b) the defect arises because the Buyer failed to follow 
the Company’s oral or written instructions as to the storage, installation, 
commissioning, use or maintenance of the Goods or (if there are none) 
good trade practice; or (c) the Buyer carries out, repairs itself or brings about 
changes in the nature, composition or packaging of the Goods delivered, 
or has these carried out or brought about by third parties, or if the Goods 
delivered are used improperly or for any purpose other than that for which 
they are meant or are marinated and/or stored improperly or contrary to any 
agreed or legal regulations or if the defect of the Goods can be ascribed to the 
other party in any way.
9.4 Subject to condition 9.2 and 9.3, if any of the Goods do not conform with 
any warranties in condition 9.1 the Company shall at its option replace such 
Goods (or the defective part) or refund the price of such Goods at the pro rata 
Contract rate provided that, if requested, the Buyer shall return the Goods or 
the part of such Goods which is defective to the Company.
9.5 If the Company complies with condition 9.4 it shall have no further liability 
for a breach of any of the warranties in condition 9.1 in respect of such Goods 
and any Goods replaced shall belong to the Company.
10. Limitation of Liability
10.1 Subject to conditions 4, 5 and 9, the following provisions set out the 
entire financial liability of the Company (including any liability for the acts 
or omissions of its employees, agents and sub-contractors) to the Buyer in 
respect of:
(a) any breach of these conditions; (b) any use made or resale by the Buyer of 
any of the Goods, or of any product incorporating any of the Goods; and (c) any 
representation, statement or tortious act or omission including negligence 
arising under or in connection with the Contract.
10.2 All warranties, conditions and other terms implied by statute or common 
law (save for the conditions implied by section 12 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 
or section 2(3) of the Supply of Goods and Services Act 1982, whichever Act 
applies to the Contract) are, to the fullest extent permitted by law, excluded 
from the Contract.
10.3 Nothing in these conditions excludes or limits the liability of the Company:
(a) for death or personal injury caused by the Company’s negligence; or (b) 
under section 2(3) Consumer Protection Act 1987; or (c) for any matter which it 
would be illegal to attempt to exclude its liability; or (d) for fraud or fraudulent 
misrepresentation.
10.4 Subject to condition 10.2 and condition 10.3 the Company’s total 
liability in contract, tort (including negligence or breach of statutory duty), 
misrepresentation, restitution or otherwise, arising in connection with the 
performance or contemplated performance of the Contract shall be limited to 
the Contract price plus 100% or the sum of £50,000(whichever is the greater).
10.5 In the event that the limitation on liability set out in condition 10.4 is found 
by any court, tribunal or administrative body of competent jurisdiction to be 
illegal, invalid, void, voidable, unenforceable or unreasonable then subject 
to condition 10.2 and condition 10.3 the Company’s total liability in contract, 
tort (including negligence or breach of statutory duty), misrepresentation, 
restitution or otherwise, arising in connection with the performance or 
contemplated performance of the Contract shall be limited to the Limit of 
Indemnity remaining from time to time in accordance with the Company’s 
public/products liability insurance (policy number 005273243 or such other 

limit of indemnity as may apply to any replacement or amended public/
products liability insurance effected by the Company from time to time, in 
either case a copy of which shall be provided to the Buyer on request).
10.6 Subject to condition 10.2 and 10.3 the Company shall not be liable to the 
Buyer for loss of profit, loss of business, or depletion of goodwill in each case 
whether direct, indirect or consequential, or any claims for consequential 
compensation whatsoever (howsoever caused) which arise out of or in 
connection with the Contract.
11. Termination
11.1 The Company may terminate the Contract without liability to the Buyer 
immediately (or following such period as it sees fit) by giving notice to the 
Buyer if: (a) the Buyer fails to pay any amount due under the Contract on 
the date for payment and remains in default for more than 7 days; or (b) the 
Buyer commits a breach of any term of the Contract and (if remediable) fails to 
remedy that breach in 14 days; or (c) the Buyer repeatedly breaches any of the 
Contract in such a manner as to reasonably justify the opinion that its conduct 
is inconsistent with having the intention or ability to give effect to the terms of 
the Contract; or (d) the Buyer suspends or threatens to suspend payment of its 
debts or is unable to pay its debts as they fall due or admits inability to pay its 
debts or is deemed either unable to pay its debts (being a company within the 
meaning of section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986) or as having no reasonable 
prospect of so doing within the meaning of section 268 of the Insolvency 
Act 1986 or in the case of a partnership has any partner to whom foregoing 
applies; or (e) the Buyer commences negotiations with any of its creditors 
with a view to rescheduling any of its debts, or makes a proposal for or enters 
into any compromise or arrangement with its creditors; or (f) a petition is 
filed, a notice is given, a resolution is passed, or an order is made, for or in 
connection with the winding up of the Buyer; or (g) an application is made 
to court, or an order is made, for the appointment of an administrator or if a 
notice of intention to appoint an administrator is given or if an administrator 
is appointed over the Buyer; or (h) a floating charge holder over the assets of 
the Buyer has become entitled to appoint or has appointed an administrative 
receiver; or (i) a person becomes entitled to appoint a receiver over the assets 
of the Buyer or a receiver is appointed over the assets of the Buyer; or (j) the 
Buyer, being an individual, is the subject of a bankruptcy petition or order; or 
(k) a creditor or encumbrancer of the Buyer attaches or takes possession of, or 
a distress, execution, sequestration or other such process is levied or enforced 
on or sued against, the whole or any part of its assets and such attachment or 
process is not discharged within 14 days; or (l) any event occurs, or proceeding 
is taken, with respect to the Buyer in any jurisdiction to which it is subject 
that has an effect equivalent or similar to any of the events mentioned in 
condition 11.1(d) to condition 11.1(k) (inclusive); or (m) the Buyer suspends or 
ceases, or threatens to suspend or cease, to carry on all or a substantial part of 
its business; or (n) the Buyer, being an individual, dies or, by reason of illness or 
incapacity (whether mental or physical), is incapable of managing his or her 
own affairs or becomes a patient under any mental health legislation; or (o) 
there is a change of control of the 
Buyer.
11.2 In the event of termination in accordance with condition 11.1 or of any order 
being cancelled by the Buyer, the Buyer shall indemnify the Company against 
all loss (including profits) costs (including labour and overheads) and all other 
expenses and damages reasonably and properly incurred by the Company in 
connection with the Contract and its termination.
12. Assignment
12.1 The Company may assign the Contract or any part of it to any person, firm 
or company.
12.2 The Buyer shall not be entitled to assign the Contract without the prior 
written consent of the Company. The Company shall not be deemed to have 
accepted an assignment of the 
Contract due to any circumstance or pursuant to any act or omission of 
the Company including, without limitation, the acceptance of payments or 
obligations under the Contract from a third party.
13. Force Majeure
The Company reserves the right to defer the date of delivery or to cancel 
the Contract or reduce the volume of the Goods ordered by the Buyer 
(without liability to the Buyer) if it is materially prevented from or delayed 
in the carrying on of its business due to circumstances beyond the 
reasonable control of the Company including, without limitation, acts of 
God, governmental or regulatory actions (including orders preventing the 
movement of Goods), changes in legislation or codes of practice, war or 
national emergency, acts of terrorism, protests, riot, civil commotion, fire, 
explosion, flood, epidemic, lock-outs, strikes or other labour disputes (whether 
or not relating to either party’s workforce), failure of subcontractors or 
restraints or delays affecting carriers or inability or delay in obtaining supplies 
of adequate or suitable materials, provided that, if the event in question 
continues for a continuous period in excess of six months, the Buyer shall be 
entitled to give notice in writing to the Company to terminate the Contract.
14. Returns Policy
14.1 Without prejudice to clauses 4, 5, 9 and 10, or the statutory rights of the 
Buyer:
(a) any Goods returned which are not included in the Company’s catalogue 
and have been obtained by the Company at the request of the Buyer will only 
be refunded in the absolute discretion of the Company; (b) in respect of any 
Goods returned where Orders are placed via mail, phone, fax or the internet, 
which have been cancelled within seven days of receiving the Goods, the 
Company will refund the price of the Goods in full; (c) where an Order has been 
cancelled within 28 days of receiving the Goods, the Company will examine 
the returned Goods within a reasonable time. Where Goods are found to 
be defective, the price of the Goods will be refunded in full (d) where Goods 
returned in accordance with clause 14.1(c) are found not to be defective, the 
Company reserves the right to deduct a re-stocking charge of 20% of the Price 
of the Goods from any refund to the Buyer.
14.2 All Goods must be returned unused, in their original packaging and in a 
re-saleable condition (to be determined in the Company’s absolute discretion) 
and that the Buyer will be responsible for the costs of returning the Goods to 
the Company. Costs of delivery to the Buyer (if any) will not be refunded.
15. General
15.1 Each right or remedy of the Company under the Contract is without 
prejudice to any other right or remedy of the Company.
15.2 If any provision of the Contract is found by any court, tribunal or 
administrative body of competent jurisdiction to be wholly or partly 
illegal, invalid, void, voidable, unenforceable or unreasonable it shall to the 
extent of such illegality, invalidity, voidness, voidability, unenforceability or 
unreasonableness be deemed severable and the remaining provisions of the 
Contract and the remainder of such provision shall continue in full force and 
effect.
15.3 Failure or delay by the Company in enforcing or partially enforcing any 
provision of the Contract shall not be construed as a waiver of any of its rights 
under the Contract.
15.4 Any waiver by the Company of any breach of, or any default under, any 
provision of the Contract by the Buyer shall not be deemed a waiver of any 
subsequent breach or default and shall in no way affect the other terms of 
the Contract.
15.5 The parties to the Contract do not intend that any term of the Contract 
shall be enforceable by virtue of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 
by any person that is not a party to it.
15.6 The formation, existence, construction, performance, validity and all 
aspects of the 
Contract shall be governed by English law and the parties submit to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English courts.
16. Communications
16.1 All communications between the parties about the Contract shall be in 
writing and delivered by hand or sent by pre-paid first class post or sent by 
fax: (a) (in case of communications to the Company) to its registered office or 
such changed address as shall be notified to the Buyer by the Company; or 
(b) (in the case of the communications to the Buyer) to the registered office of 
the addressee (if it is a company) or (in any other case) to any address of the 
Buyer set out in any document which forms part of the Contract or such other 
address as shall be notified to the 
Company by the Buyer.
16.2 Communications shall be deemed to have been received: (a) if sent by 
pre-paid first class post, two days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays) 
after posting (exclusive of the day of posting); or (b) if delivered by hand, on 
the day of delivery; or (c) if sent by fax on a working day prior to 4.00 pm, at the 
time of transmission, otherwise the next working day.
16.3 Communications addressed to the Company shall be marked for the 
attention of a director or the directors of the Company.
17. Confidentiality
The Buyer shall each keep confidential and shall not without the prior consent 
in writing of the other disclose to any third-party any technical or commercial 
information which it has acquired from the other as a result of discussions, 
negotiations and other communications between them relating to the Goods 
and the Contract
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